
Rock Farm - Wednesday 2nd January 2019(!) 
Mike, Tav and Clive 
 
Mike at the end initially clearing Saturdays banged debris with Tav hauling up the drop. 
 
A good chiselling ensued before the final drilling and firing of 4 holes.  All the bags and rocks were 
removed to the surface (great team work!) 
 
A ‘prototype’ hauling sledge using a cut down contained from Thrupe was tried on the tricky bedding 
slope down to ‘Foam Chamber’ to ease the passing upof bags and rocks.  It was a great help but 
needs some modification – looks like I made it the wrong way round!  A new version is in the 
planning stage… 
 
At the end we are now down to within a couple of feet of the little pool we could see where the 
water turned to the right (although its not body sized that far of course).  We can now see the rift 
continuing slightly offset to the right for maybe a couple of metres, but its small – only about 6-
8inches in diameter.   
 
I have to say I feel its looking increasingly unlikely that this is a worthwhile route to follow although 
we should get closer to that little pool for a better examination. 
 
The stream last night was very low and with just one pump in action there was no water flowing 
through the cave.  Despite that there was still a very strong inward draught from the surface.  I 
always notice how the air is so much colder and fresher when you emerge at the top of the final 
drop back into the upper streamway.  But where is that draught going? 
 
I want to find a can of ‘smoke’ which we can use to try and track down where the draught goes 
to……. 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
 

Rock Farm - Saturday 5th January 2019 Geoff, Rich, Simon and Clive 
 
Having got the firepit aflame, for the first time this winter, and a single pump running – more than 
enough for the much reduced stream – Geoff and Rich cleared Wednesday’s bang debris while 
Simon hauled it all up and stacked it in the upper streamway. 
 
Reasonable progress had been made along the rift but it’s still not too clear just what may, or may 
not, lie ahead. Before finishing for the day, whilst the bags were being hauled up to The Landing 
three holes were drilled and subsequently fired. 
 
The ‘smoke test’ results are now in and they have been verified….. 
 
Using Gav’s smoke machine a good burst was sent into ‘Cave A’ – almost immediately Geoff 
reported smoke issuing from the left just inside ‘Cave B’ (alright Rock Farm Cave!). This was as we 
experienced when Rich did his famous ‘aftershave’ test a while back. 
 
Smoke was then poured into ‘Cave C’ – the untouched rift on the right.  It seemed to hang around 
for a while before pouring out at roof level.  Could this just have been from the fact the smoke 
would have been warm therefore it rose to the roof? 



 
Finally smoke was sent into ‘Cave B’ and within moments it was seen drifting out of Cave C whilst 
Rich reported it disappearing into the angled rift on the right above The Landing.  This was as 
expected. 
 
During the afternoon we had noted the usual strong inward draught (so the smoke test was perhaps 
a little unnecessary) which petered out it seemed about half way down the climb at the end.  A 
healthy movement of air could also be detected going down The Mud’ole in the upper streamway 
despite there being no stream to speak of.  Maybe we need to look at that area again despite the 
fact that the stream flowing into that hole reappears in the chamber at the end. 
 
More of the same on Wednesday! 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
 

Rock Farm - Wednesday 9th January 2019 Tav, Andy W and Clive (Dave on pub support) 
 
Tav and Clive cleared the debris from the end and with Andys help removed it all along the 
streamway. 
 
Whilst the drilling went on Tav and Andy W cleared it all to the surface. 
 
Low water condition meant the pump was struggling to find enough water to work in according to 
Gav. 
 
Four holes fired at the end, on the right wall and into the floor. 
 
The world to rights in the pub subsequently…. 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
 

Rock Farm - Saturday 12th January 2019 
Geoff (aka ‘Zippy’!), Rich, Simon and Clive.  Dave, Matt & Mandy latterly on surface support. 
 
All Wednesday’s spoil was cleared to the surface and five holes drilled and fired at the end…… ‘Nuff’ 
said! 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
 

14 Jan Carrion Slocker - Andy & Paul 
Cleared the rocks to the surface from Andy's drilling session last week. More drilling and 
hauling to expose a 'interesting' space below us. More of the same reqd soon. 
 
Asham Wood is currently having an extensive fence put up around the woods on the right 
hand side as you enter the quarry. Presumably to keep the bikers out. Paul. 
 



Rock Farm Cave - Wed 17th Jan 
  
Darrel Instrell & Dave. 
  
Water level very low in the culvert, barely enough to keep one pump hydrated. 
 A fair amount of small gravel size spoil at the dig face was bagged followed by some rock 
wrangling. But the space at the end is quite restricted making spoil removal difficult. The 
next  bang will probably need to concentrate on enlarging rather than lengthening the dig. 
The mesh wedged in the rift seemed to have done its job. By the end of play approx 20 bags 
of spoil bagged up along with a few larger rocks hauled up and stacked in the streamway at 
the bottom of the staircase. 
  
Just Gavin & Dave to support the quiet George. 
  
Sat session could possibly start with a drill and bang whilst the bagged spoil is hauled to the 
surface. Followed by an early tea break to allow the fumes clear. There may then be time to 
clear and put in a second bang at the end of play. 
  
Dave. 
 
Sat 26th Jan 
Old Wells Road, Thrupe Lane Swallet 
Geoff, Simon & Dave 
  
Since our bang man was unavailable due to the lurgy a plan B was required. 
So another session down the Old Wells Road was decided upon, the last digging session 
there was July 2017. 
  
A reminder of the previous dig report:- 
Simon & Dave headed down TLS for another session in the OWR. 
Several skips of spoil were transferred further up the passage to create space for spoil from 
the next session at the sharp end.  
The recent comparison of the measured length of accessible passage to the survey data 
gave a distance from the dig face to the end to be approximately 1.5m (+/-??). Therefore 
after spoil shifting Dave went down head first to have a closer look where there is a definite 
opening in the roof to the right hand side. Poking the 3ft long handle of the hoe revealed 
open air space above, there is also a significant increase to gradient of the floor and a 
narrowing of the passage. This seems to be a very strong indication that the blank wall at 
the end of the OWR is very close. There is still a far amount of spoil to remove before access 
can be gained to the ramp off up to the right that leads to Bone Aven and the Great 
Western Rift. It is envisaged that the spoil won't need to be hauled very far up the OWR 
before it can be taken back down and through to the Great Western Rift once access is 
regained. 
  
  
Sat 26th Jan 
Geoff, Simon & Dave. 



  
A straight forward trip down to the current end of the OWR with the only two points of 
note.  
1. It would appear that the low gravel crawl to Bamboo has been visited since Ray D & Dave 
passed it on the way to Wuthering Heights in Oct 2018, it was apparent that it had been 
dug/scraped a little deeper.  
2. A large black moth was spotted in the roof a fair way down the OWR. 
  
The dig at the end of the OWR was as it was left back in July 2017, apart from a full bucket 
of spoil had been collecting water dripping from the roof. 
  
Geoff at the sharp end pulling spoil back from the slope under the right hand wall, whilst 
Dave passed the gisbornes (small 5 litre digging buckets) up to Simon for tipping further 
back up the passage. 
By the end of play Geoff was able to push up the slope and get his head and shoulders into 
the void above the washed in gravel under the right hand wall. Dave was able to do the 
same after pulling a little more gravel back. The void is approx 30-40cm wide with a 
horizontal phreatic roof approx 20-30cm above the gravel for approx 2m. This was 
confirmed to be the way on to the right towards Bone Aven.  
When we originally dug this over 10 years ago we would have followed the roof line up, so 
we are anticipating that once more gravel is cleared and the 2m horizontal section passed, 
the roof should start trending up.  
  
Dave. 
 
Addendum 
  
The Ferret Shed c/w heating was back in use before the digging session to have a spot of 
lunch and after for tea and cake. 
On our return to the surface we found Rich waiting as surface back up support in the Ferret 
shed since it had rained quite heavily whilst we were underground. He had also carried out 
some dry stone walling repairs between the Ferret Shed and lay by. 
  
Thanks Rich, 
 Dave. 
 
Wed 30th Jan 
The Old Wells Road, Thrupe Lane Swallet. 
Mandy, Matt & Dave. 
  
Rubble sacks taken in to build another temporary spoil retaining wall near the bottom of the 
Old Wells Road. 
Mandy & Matt first put head & shoulders up into the roof passage under the right hand wall 
to view the way on. 
Mandy pulled spoil back to enlarge and lower the floor whilst Matt filled the rubble sacks 
and Dave built a new spoil retaining wall. Further spoil was hauled  up in the gisborne 
buckets and stashed behind the wall.  



  
The way on was enlarged enough for a flat out crawl for Mandy followed by Matt & Dave to 
reach the bottom of Bone Aven and the start of The Great Western Rift. Matt had a firkle 
down the rift and announced that there were rocks in the bottom and scars on the lower 
walls but it was quite narrow and no easy way on as predicted. The rocks were obviously 
the ones that were removed from Bone Aven as we made progress some years ago.  
  
It was suggested that due to the potentially unstable nature of the boulders at the top of 
Bone Aven, one person should remain below in a safe position out of the fall zone.  
Dave climbed up first followed by Matt, the climb being more sketchy than Dave recalled 
when it was first opened up. A good look around in the roof collapse chamber at the top 
revealed a few bats which have presumably entered the area from either The Great 
Western Rift or from some unknown crevices within the chamber itself. Matt did find an 
interesting black space heading down behind Bone Aven, but this may just link with Bone 
Aven a little way down, further investigation required. 
Dave climbed down before Mandy climbed up Bone Aven. As Matt was climbing down he 
inadvertently touched and rocked a large boulder, but fortunately that's all it did as he very 
carefully moved away from it with warnings passed on to Mandy. 
  
Evening rounded off with the usual debrief at the George, Dave having collected Gavin from 
Rock Farm. 
  
A number of sessions will be required to enlarge the route to Bone Aven and subsequently 
transfer the spoil stashed back up the Old Wells Road through and deposited in the Great 
Western Rift. This should hopefully prevent the access to Bone Aven blocking up again in the 
future. 
  
Dave. 
 
Rock Farm - Wednesday 6th February 2019 Dave and Clive 
 
Fairly high water conditions in the cave last night.  A couple of bags had been washed into the far rift 
and as a result a bit of a lake had built up with a lot of gravel etc present.  Erica had obviously been 
doing a lot of washing judging by the foam all over the roof! 
 
After clearing the blockage a bit of chiselling was done using the new, and very sharp, 18in chisel 
followed by the drilling of three holes in the right hand side and floor.   
 
The way on looks to be narrowing down even further although the water appears to be dropping 
vertically about a metre beyond the immediate constriction. 
 
Around 10 bags plus some rocks were lifted up to the bottom of The Stairs where we had previously 
moved 20-ish bags up to the The Landing.  All ready for removal on Saturday plus dealing with the 
aftermath of the latest bang etc. 
 
All best 
 
Clive 

 



Rock Farm Cave, Wed 6th Feb. 
  
Clive & Dave. 
  
Normal service has resumed. 
  
Gavin had kindly set the two submersible pumps running in the culvert, but this still left a 
reasonable stream flowing on to Rock Farm Cave so a damp session was anticipated. At the 
entrance a small but significant amount of mud had fallen from the cliff face, leaving some 
overhanging topsoil supported by roots of the vegetation. A little gardening required in 
daylight. 
  
The 20 or so bags were hauled from the streamway up to the landing before heading on 
down. At the sharp end the stream was ponding with foam and flood debris clinging to the 
walls and the short handle shovel and plastic hand tool half buried in the washed in gravel 
and chippings. Approx 5 bags of gravel & chippings were dug out from the ponding stream 
which then revealed a couple of rubble sacks washed further down and plugging the stream. 
With some effort and the use of the 5ft wrecking bar and long crowbar, the bags were 
eventually recovered allowing the stream to flow freely down the narrow rift. The 
application of a new long heavy duty chisel produced another 8-10 bags of spoil 
and increased the size of the working area. Holes were drilled and charged in the right hand 
wall and floor before hauling the newly filled bags of spoil up and back along the 
streamway. After the bang a few buckets of mud were cleared from the steps of the 
entrance followed by rehydration at the George with Gavin. 
  
Dave. 
 
Rock Farm - Saturday 9th February 2019 
Rich, Emma, Simon and Clive plus Dave on late surface duties.  The stream level was high – too much 
for the two pumps which made it damp underground.  (by the end of the afternoon it had dropped 
somewhat). 
 
All Wednesday’s bags from The Landing and the foot of The Stairs were cleared to the surface 
followed by a clearing session by Simon and Rich at the end. 
 
This produced around another ten bags which, by the end of the afternoon, had found their way to 
the surface. 
 
After the usual tea-break four holes were drilled at the end – two in the roof of the final approach 
and two in the right hand wall as far forward as was possible.  20gm charges were placed in the roof 
instead of the usual 40gm and 40gm in the other two. 
 
At the end the rift seems to have all but petered out but the stream appears to be sinking vertically 
about a metre ahead.  This could be make or break time for this rift – it may prove to be of interest 
but if it continues very narrowly downwards then we may well call it quits there. 
 
All best 
 
Clive 



Tuesday 12/2/19 Andy W (Vogon) and Matt & Mandy at Carrion Slocker more drilling & P&F to break 
up large rocks blocking the rift and after a delayed arrival of M&M they really got stuck in hauling spoil 
and rocks and netting the bigger ones. A cracking job. Matt showed interest in my process of drilling 
14mm holes and hammering in the plug and feathers to split the rocks pretty successfully. I used all 
three batteries up. I managed to drop one large rock on my finger which is now black n blue but not 
broken. A great session thank you helpers. Andy W 
 

Rock Farm - Wed 13th Feb 
  
Clive & Dave. 
  
The stream in the culvert was a little lower than the previous couple of sessions, only just 
enough water to keep two submersible pumps satisfied. We now also have a third pump 
available, slightly smaller capacity than the current two. Some fettle required on Saturday to 
the dam in the culvert and to make space for the third pump. 
  
Camera and improvised "selfie sticks" were deployed to video down the Mud Hole beneath 
the plank and the bedding plane on the left of the approach slope to the digging 
face. Results to follow. More video planned for Sat looking upstream from below the 
staircase.  Although adjustable in length, one section of the waste pipe "selfie stick" was too 
long and required shortening but since no cutting tools available, det wire was successfully 
used to cut the pipe. 
  
Saturday's bang had worked well leaving plenty of spoil to pull out, this was all stacked 
ready to haul out on Saturday. Chiseling, hammering (deploying long handled lump hammer 
kindly presented to ATLAS at our Xmas dinner by Gavin) and levering created even more 
spoil, also bagged and stacked.  
  
Finally three holes, two in RH wall/roof + one in floor were drilled and fired followed by a 
late visit to the George (I think Gavin was worried the George wasn't going to happen). 
  
Dave. 
 
A small postscript to Dave’s report – at the end the rift appears to pinch out but just before 
leaving we uncovered a hole right at the back in the floor which appears to be a cross rift 
and was taking the water.  Time will tell…..! 
 
Clive 
 
Rock Farm - Saturday 167th February 2019 
Geoff, Dave, Emma, Clive and Rich (surface support) 
 
Before digging began in earnest some time was spent inserting the ‘Cave Cam’ into the various 
orifices in the cave.  Much had been learned from a fruitless attempt on Wednesday and this time 
the camera successfully recorded in the rift on the right on The Landing (which often draughts); the 
upstream rift at the base of The Stairs; the Mudzole in the floor of the upper stream passage (which 
usually has an inward draught); the bedding plane at floor level below the climb down into the final 
passage and the narrow rift on the left just before the bitter end (which usually has a faint draught 
emanating).  I also put the camera into the entrance to Cave ‘C’ on the surface. 



 
None look particularly appetising on reviewing the results although the floor level bedding plane 
does appear to enter something as expected (presumably a continuation of Cave A) but it is rather 
indistinct in the video. 
 
The most interesting (if academic!) result was from the little rift on the left at the end (which usually 
has a faint outward draught) – in the video it clearly drops into an open clean-washed bedding which 
I would guess is about 6in high.   
 
Using the length of the pole carrying the camera as a guide both the bedding and the  little rift 
‘features’ lie about 10ft away. 
 
After the video work Geoff beavered away at clearing the bang debris from the end and chiselling 
more from the walls etc.  Wednesdays stockpile was removed to the surface followed in due course 
by the later material and a final bang of three holes – two in the roof/right hand wall and one in the 
floor – was ably set off by Monty as part of his 5th(?) birthday party. 
 
At the end the little cross-rift (if that’s what it is) is getting closer - another session and we should be 
able to check what it is. 
 
Incidentally – I can’t make Sat 23rd  – Sunday maybe? 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
Rock Farm - Wednesday 20th February 2019 
Dave, Tav, Spike & Clive.  Matt & Mandy on pub support. 
 
Spike and Tav soon cleared the bang debris from the end and this was duly ferried to the surface 
(about 10 bags). 
 
‘Uncomfortable’ access was gained to the little rift at the very end which was taking the very small 
stream (the pump was running).   This had become filled with gravel but no amount of probing with 
the various bars produced any reduction in the gravel fill and the water then drained away only with 
difficulty. 
 
Spike uncovered a bit more at the base of the tiny ‘main’ rift continuation on the left hand side 
(about a foot to the left) and the water sank there instead. 
 
It has to be said that this spot is looking pretty ‘terminal’ – everything has closed right down – it 
looks like the end of operations just there. 
 
While Spike was head first down the rift I reopened the little tube on the right which we had 
previously been working on and which had been taking the whole stream in the past. 
 
I managed to clear all the material blocking the tube and hit an open rift about 18 inches in.  This 
appears to be about 4 inches wide as far as I can see (no apparent draught).  Before exiting I drilled 
and banged a couple of holes to the right (up-dip) of the tube to provide, at least, a better view into 
the rift. 
 
On Sunday I’ll bring CaveCam and put it into the rift to see if that can tell us anything more. 



 
Spike and I also cleared several bags worth of stream and bang debris and mud from the narrow rift 
on the left of the main route (ie directly opposite the tube described above).  The idea was to lower 
the floor as much as possible to enable me to get CaveCam in again, lower than last time, hopefully 
to get a clearer view into the open bedding which we spotted on last weeks CaveCam foray. 
 
Whilst clearing the muck out of the rift a very strange bit of rock came out – apparently a piece of 
Old Red Sandstone hollowed out and looking not unlike a Meerschaum pipe bowl!  This produced a 
lot of merriment at the ensuing session at The George with Gavin and Grace (now Mathilda!) and 
two friends of Spikes (sorry Spike – forgotten their names). 
 
Gavin seemed convinced that he could detect a draught blowing out of this ‘portable way on’ and 
could hear a stream by putting it to his ear – interesting! 
 
Sunday’s session (probably an easy day!) is planned from about 10.30 when Dave is available.  I’ll be 
a bit later I expect. Picnic lunch on the Island might be in order if the weather forecast is to be 
believed! 
 
BTW – thanks to Matt and Mandy for helping out with the bang funds. 
 
All best 
 
Clive 

 
 
 

Rock Farm - Sunday 24th February 2019 
Dave, Rich, John, Emma and Clive 
 
Last Wednesday’s uncleared debris was soon hauled to the surface along with the result of the last 
bang (to widen the view into the parallel rift on the right and to enable CaveCam to get better 
access. 
 
During a very pleasant lunch in the sun on The Island it was decided that the main rift had obviously 
petered out as far as we were concerned, the parallel rift on the right was probably of little interest 
and the next point of attack may be the narrow rift on the left which CaveCam had shown to end, 
after about 10ft, in an open (and no doubt low) bedding plane. 
 
On returning to the cave CaveCam was deployed into the, now easier to access, rift on the right (a 
still frame below). Unfortunately the view along the rift was badly obscured by a plastic bag, put in 
to stop banged rock blocking the way on, partly blocking the way on! 
 



 
 
We’ll no doubt have another go if we can get the bag out (which will be tricky as it’s a fair way in). 
 
More successful was the view into the Lefthand Rift with the camera’s pole extended by Dave to 
about 10ft.  Two attempts were made, the second with the camera angled more downwards.  There 
is certainly a clean-washed bedding plane passage with a very waterworn roof.  I suspect its probably 
no higher though than the bedding we have seen previously near the end of the cave. 
 
One interesting thing that can be seen whilst watching the videos taken in this rift (and I noticed it 
on the previous attempt) is that you can make out steam, vapour - call it what you will - flowing right 
to left past the camera and apparently coming up from the bedding on the lower right.  See what 
you think when you watch the videos….. 
 
 
Before the end of play we also put the camera down one of the other rifts alongside the surface 
track, which Rich had opened up.  (see New Rift below). The camera went in for the full 10ft along 
the narrow rift and, as can be seen in the video, emerged into a considerable widening of the rift 
before it continued narrowly again.  I would guess that widening may be a couple of feet. Again see 
what you think!  There are other interesting looking diggable rifts in the same cliff face…. 
 
 
So it seems the only course of action is to bang our way along the Lefthand Rift for the time 
being.   We can use the bit of rift we have just banged(!) to store larger rocks (either temporarily or 
permanently – to allow the stream to flow through) but take the smaller stuff to the surface. 
 
(Ignore the time and dates on the videos – its far too complicated to bother changing them!) 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
 
 



Rock Farm - Wednesday 28th February 2019 - Game On! ave and Clive 
 
The aim of the trip was to have another go at the Left Hand Rift with CaveCam – last time we 
couldn’t get a view down dip in the bedding extension at the end.  
 
CaveCam, equipped with a mirror, did succeed in getting a faint view down to the right – it seems to 
close down pretty emphatically (it’s a bit hard to make out so I haven’t bothered to copy it to the 
group). 
 
Turning our attention to the Right Hand Rift – with the help of a Litterpicker and some gymnastics by 
Dave we managed to extract the plastic bag which had become well and truly stuck about a yard 
down the rift. 
 
It then became easy to send the camera along the rift (about 4inches wide) and after about 6-8ft, lo 
and behold, I could see it had popped out into a space!   There was room to manoeuvre the camera 
around and there appeared to be a space on the right and something going straight on. 
 
we can see we have hit a small streamway – my immediate reaction was, great, we have regained 
the stream from our original (main) rift but on closer examination you can see its actually flowing 
from right to left, not the other way round as you would have expected. 
 
There is a small pile of stream debris in the floor and a piece of plastic which looks as if it has come 
from a dumpy bag. 
 
The rift continues straight on (and wider) with what appear to be waterworn slabs.  
 
I have a plan for Saturday – put CaveCam to work again in the Right Hand Rift to get views to the 
right and left (thanks to Mark for an idea to achieve this) and to push the camera further into the 
continuation of the rift straight ahead. 
 
I’ll bring my laptop so we view the results at tea-break and decide what course of action to take. 
 
There are two obvious choices – we either bang our way down the Right Hand Rift to the ‘new’ 
streamway or we continue pushing at our previous end (probably veering to the right) to intercept 
the new section.  The latter might well be preferable….. 
 
We noticed last night that the main stream was sinking on the left of the rift into what appeared to 
be a continuation of the obvious bedding feature that runs down the left hand side.  I wonder if the 
‘new’ stream is actually flowing to meet up with it. 
 
When we have decided on the best course of action on Saturday we can resume banging after 
tea…… 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
 
Rock Farm - Saturday 2nd March 2019 Geoff, John & Emma, Simon and Clive 
 
Yet another video reconnaissance – this time to get a better idea of just where the Right Hand Rift 
lies in relation to our ‘main’ rift. 



 
We did three ‘goes’ at the videos – one with the camera favouring the view to the right in the little 
streamway, then one straight ahead following the continuation of the Right Hand Rift beyond the 
stream passage and a third unsuccessful look to the left towards the Main Rift. 
 
The main thing we learned was that the rift continues ahead with what looks like one of our 
favourite central ribs and that the incoming stream passage from the right continues into the 
darkness beyond.  I suspect its only about a foot wide though. 
 
We also put the camera into the Left Hand Rift and got a very good view of the down-dip 
continuation of the bedding plane – getting very low indeed. 
 
Using the length of the camera pole as a tape measure we were able to work out that the stream 
passage in the Right Hand Rift is about 8ft away and this corresponds with a foot short of the end of 
the Main Rift. 
 
It was agreed by all those attending the tea-break-on-the-island-summit-meeting that the best 
course of action was to blast into the right hand wall of the Main Rift to intercept the streamway 
rather than to widen the Right Hand Rift itself. 
 
This agreed we drilled and fired 6 holes before calling it a day – a return to rock clearance on 
Wednesday! 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
 

Rock Farm - Wednesday 6th Mar 2019 Dave, Spike and Clive 
 
A return to spoil clearance after the recent hiatus.  Around 15 bags removed to the surface and five 
holes fired in the right hand wall at the end. 
 
Although the stream was very low after the pumps got to work there was a distinct deep sound at 
the end of a running stream somewhere ahead or to the right.  It sounds louder than could be 
produced by the little stream we could see in the CaveCam footage.  Maybe this is what John G 
could hear on a couple of recent occasions? 
 
More to do on Saturday! 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
 

Rock Farm - Saturday 9th March 2019 Geoff, Rich, Emma, Dave and Clive 
 
A good clearing session at the end with much chiselling produced around 20 bags which made their 
way to the surface. 
 
The deep sound of a stream which was noted by everyone on Wednesday had of course 
disappeared(!) but the little stream in the, as yet unopened, rift we are heading for could be clearly 
heard when putting an ear to the rift on the right. 
 



A six hole bang was initiated on the right hand side before leaving. 
 
It’s a guess of course but I would think we should be in contact with the mysterious little stream 
passage after Wednesdays bang. (Famous last words!) 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
 

Rock Farm - Wednesday 13th March 2019 Mike, Dave, Tav, Spike and Clive 
 
Last Saturdays bang debris was soon cleared and some meaningful chiselling applied to the right 
hand wall. 
 
All spoil was removed to the surface and five holes drilled and fired in readiness for Saturday – 
talking of which, who will be out (no Dave I know)? Clive 
Rock Farm Saturday 16th March 2019 
Geoff, Rich, Simon and Clive.  (apologies to Simon for leaving him off last Saturday’s credits!) 
 
Wednesday’s debris bagged and brought to the surface plus a shirt chiselling session (sorry, this is 
getting repetitive!) 
 
Eight and a ‘half’ holes drilled and fired in the right hand side, including a couple at the very back. 
 
The stream was just a bit too much for the usual combination of two pumps to handle so I added 
Dave’s pump to the mix which soon dried up the surface stream completely and left just the usual 
small but annoying stream at the end of the cave.  It has to be said that Dave’s arrangement of pump 
and piping was far more efficient that the other two despite apparently having a lower stated 
output.  If we could provide similar outlet pipes for the other two rather than their flat hoses then I 
think we could handle all but the most major of floods! 
 
Having used all our supplies of bang save for a few dets I have restocked from Nigel to a similar level 
as last time at a cost again of over £200.  Thankfully, thanks to the excess available from the ATLAS 
dinner and my contribution I’m only looking for around £100 in contributions this time around. 
 
Progress to the right hand side at the end of the cave is slow but steady – blasting into a blank wall is 
a necessary but fairly inefficient method but there is little choice.  Its inspired guesswork just how 
near/far we are from the little stream passage seen by CaveCam – we are heading in the right 
direction for it though! 
 
After such a big bang there should be a fair amount to clear on Wednesday (hint!) 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
 
Carrion 14 March solo last Thursday drilling/P&F and entered a small descending rift chamber 
Nazareth (pretty unstable at the end) & then to the north another small chamber Bethlehem as pretty 
stable, both increased the cave depth about 2m. Lots of rocks to pull out and more drilling etc 
required. Pretty wet this time and our good 4" drainage system working well down into Bethlehem and 
disappearing down a further crack circa 1m sight depth. All interesting but damp and muddy this trip. 
 
Andy W  



 

Rock Farm - Wednesday 20th March 2019 Dave, Tav and Clive. Matt, Mandy and Spike on pub 
support. 
 
20 bags worth removed from the end after some more chiselling and a further 8 holes drilled and 
fired. (what more is there to say!) 
 
Dave’s fettling the pumps was very efficient and the stream soon disappeared except for the usual 
small remaining streamlet. 
 
We were all very aware of the sound of the stream in the right hand rift (where we are headed) – 
last night it sounded particularly loud compared to previous sessions. 
 
Further work on Saturday….. 
 
Clive 

Rock Farm - Saturday 23rd March 2019 Emma & John, Rich and Clive 
 
Watching the pumps in action revealed that Dave’s pump was so efficient that it was lowering the 
stream so fast that after just a few minutes operation it was trying to suck air.  By switching to my 
less efficient pump the system worked perfectly all afternoon. 
 
The, by now, regular 20 bags per bang were brought to the surface after a lengthy chiselling session. 
 
Before finishing nine holes were drilled and fired – the holes were drilled somewhat shallower than 
previously as around half the length of some of the previous set of holes remained in the rock. 
 
Notably, the very last hole (on the left looking at the banged face) punched through into air.  Maybe 
the long sought rift or the next parallel joint – either way a change from just solid! 
 
We’ll see maybe on Wednesday. 
 
Clive 
 

Rock Farm Wed 27th March 
Clive, Tav & Dave. 
  
Barely enough water in the culvert to keep one pump hydrated. 
  
Dave did a little pump fettling before joining Clive & Tav at the dig face where 
very  little bang debris was found. A bit of chiseling before the bang debris was spotted 
adjacent to the left hand wall opposite.  
  
Chiselling continued with diminishing returns despite a section of the dig face (right hand 
wall) sounding very hollow. A small hole was eventually opened up and enlarged to approx 
30cm high x 50cm wide revealing another parallel rift approx 20/30cm wide with rubble 
filled space under the opposite wall. Water is puddling in the rift with a very slight flow and 
the stream can be clearly heard flowing further down. Light shining down the "camera" tube 
couldn't be seen in the rift, or visa versa, it's likely that the point the camera reached is a 



little further under the opposite wall of the rift and perhaps a little lower. Most of bagged 
spoil hauled out and to the surface with a few bags stacked on the shelf for bucket haul. 
  
Two holes drilled in the floor of the hole and one further down slope in the wall were 
charged and popped before Clive, Gavin & Dave caught up with Tav in the George. 
  
Dave. 
 
Carrion 3 April 2019 
Andy & Paul 
A useful session mainly spent underground! Andys new drill (RIP the Bosch) was put to work 
with rocks stacked in the first chamber then moved up to the entrance ready for hauling. 
 
Some good glimpses through the floor of the two chambers reveal the continuing 
downward trend.A short hauling session then followed. 
Paul. 
 
RIP Len Coltham 1964 - 2019 
 
Rock Farm - Wednesday 10th April 2019 Just Dave and Clive! 
 
A fairly monumental pile of rocks and debris were removed following Saturday’s bang followed by 
some serious rock-wrestling of three large slabs which had fallen into the top of the open rift 
carrying the ‘new’ stream. 
 
These were eventually removed and we now have a large pile of rocks and bags at the foot of the 
pitch backed up by a further heap further down the rift – the weekend session is set to be a busy 
one! 
 
Access to the stream-carrying rift is now comfortable and the next job there will be to put CaveCam 
down to see what happens about six feet down where the passage appears to go horizontal.  The rift 
at that point looks very water-worn and encrusted with the same light coloured deposit seen below 
the pitch further up. 
 
Depending on what the camera shows up will decide us whether its worth continuing to bang our 
way down. 
 
On a different tack – Dave had received a call from Gavin to tell him that, while excavating a pit with 
the digger for a septic tank just to the east of his proposed garden (east of the yard entrance) he had 
hit an unknown culvert. 
 
Obviously recalling Dave’s offer to explore the culvert below the yard Gavin thought that Dave 
would be the man for the job – and he was right! 
 
So before heading to the dig Dave was inserted into the culvert wielding the trusty CaveCam.  The 
section to the west was explored first followed by the section to the east. 
 
Using the CaveCam pole as a ruler it turned out that the culvert ran for about 25ft ending under a 
earth pile in Gavin’s new garden area.  The first few feet were drystone lined followed by a section 
cut through dark grey thinly bedded limestone before returned to stone lined.  The roof was 



composed of nice horizontal slabs.  At the end the passage tightened just before an apparent drop 
down. Unfortunately Dave couldn’t get close enough to look down and a subsequent go with Cave 
Cam didn’t reveal much more but it is possible that this might be a sink which the culvert was 
constructed to intercept or it could just be a collapse, or maybe both. 
 
The eastbound section of culvert was totally stone lined (a very fine piece of work it is too) and takes 
a gentle curve towards the site of the old house at the top right hand corner of the yard. 
 
After about 25ft there is a roof collapse but the culvert continues. 
 
Gavin is keen to dig open the westernmost end for us – Dave thinks that maybe Matt and/or 
Mandy(!) might like to take a shot at it (with CaveCam) to get an idea of what lies there before it is 
shaken up by Gavin’s digger…. 
 
Digging this weekend will be on Sunday – meeting 12-ish. 
 
All best 
 
Clive 

 
Rock Farm Sunday April 14th 2019 Geoff, John, Emma and Clive 
 
A fairly mega session removing all the bags and rocks from Wednesday nights efforts – all cleared to 
the surface. 
 
A CaveCam session was then held at the end during which I realised my previous assumption, that 
we hadn’t actually reached the ‘CaveCam’ rift, was wrong. 
 
The rift we are in, with the stream, looks so different to that on the video but we proved that it is in 
fact the same one.  The wide-angle lens on the camera gives quite a misleading view – something to 
remember for the future. 
 
With that in mind CaveCam was sent down to the ‘pool’ we can see about 6ft down the rift.   
 
A bunch of screenshots from the video can be seen at 
 
https://www.dropbox.com 
 
The pool is a brief blockage with the narrow rift continuing.  There is another parallel narrow rift on 
the left. 
 
I’m very open to ATLAS team members thoughts but mine is that I think we should call it a day in 
that part of the cave.  My feeling is to push the Mud’ole where the draught consistently goes. 
 
It will need copious banging no doubt but it does take the draught and there is no air movement to 
speak of lower in the cave. 
 
We had a look at the culvert again with a view to getting CaveCam to look over the lip over the 
‘drop’ at the end.  Unfortunately a two foot deep lake with very slippery sides had appeared which 
made it very hazardous. 
 



Having spoken to Gav this evening, who wasn’t aware of the lake!, we’ve agreed that we should 
offer Dave the chance to have another go at it on Wednesday! 
 
Clive 

 
Rock Farm - Wednesday 17th April 2019 Mud(!), Tav, Dave and Clive 
 
Dave was re-inserted into the westbound culvert armed again with CaveCam.  Although not able to 
get in far enough to actually peer over the ‘lip’ into the possible downward continuation (a sink or 
collapse) he was able to get the camera in position and obtained very useful pictures. 
 
It looks very like a sink indeed plus there is apparently a dark space above as well. No doubt the 
spaces are not large (wide angle lens on the camera tends to be misleading) but interesting 
nonetheless. We discussed with Gav what if anything to do about it and the situation was left 
unresolved for 
the time being.  It was felt that using the digger to open it up would probably destroy the sink but of 
course the digger could be used to clear the top few feet and the rest could be opened by hand. 
 
There are no plans to do this at present at least. 
 

 
 
View down the hole 
 
 
 



 
 
The end of the culvert 
 
In Rock Farm itself all tools, bags etc were removed from the end and attention turned to the 
Mud’ole.  Mud himself had the ‘honour’ of starting work on it by expertly removing a prominent 
ledge on the left with hammer and chisel.  A hammer and chisel did find their way to the bottom of 
the rift in the process! 
 
Much loose material was also cleared around the hole and two holes were drilled and fired on the 
left (dry) side of the rift.  Annoyingly the draught which normally flows down the cave and appears 
to go down the Mud’ole failed to materialise last night! 
 
A return in planned on Saturday – no Dave but Mud promised to be there.  Any others? 
 
Clive 
 

Rock Farm - Saturday 20th April 2019 Geoff, Mud, Rich, Simon, Mike and Clive 
 
A very low stream level meant the solitary pump in use appeared to be gulping air half the time but 
there was still the lively trickle underground flowing into the Mud’ole. 
 
Talking of which Mud removed large amounts of banged rock from the hole which duly found their 
way to the surface.  An open hole was uncovered which sounds like it was heading in the direction of 
the open lower cave. The downward continuation of the rift is in the order of a foot+ wide and 
before the end of play a line of three holes were fired on the dry side of the rift.  There should be 
plenty to remove on Wednesday….. 
 
During the digging Gavin’s friend James took a trip to the end, accompanied by Mud.  He was 
suitably impressed! 
 



A gentle but distinct inward draught had happily returned from its mid-week holiday to keep us cool 
on The Stairs. 
 
After the usual ‘island’ tea-break Gavin took the team to the famed draughting rifts in the 
quarry.  Only one could be found, on the steep track down to the site of Windlass Pot, where the 
6inch wide rift didn’t appear to be draughting.  It was quite cool to the hand though it has to be said. 
 
Before the end of play Geoff took the opportunity to brave the depths of the culvert and got to the 
same point as Dave had.   
 
Clive 
 

Rock Farm Cave, Wed 25th April. 
  
Clive & Dave. 
  
Not a lot of stream flow in the culvert but I guess a tad more than Sat due to the rain today. 
It took a while for the stream to cease flowing down the Mud-ole after the pump was 
switched on, so initially a tad damp pulling out the spoil. 
  
In total approx 27 bags of spoil plus numerous rocks were extracted and hauled out to the 
surface. 
  
Three holes drilled down in the next shelf on left hand side and a further two holes in the 
left wall above the shelf. Charged and popped before Gavin joined us for the usual 
refreshments at the George. 
  
Should be plenty of spoil to dig out on Saturday. 
Clive won't be about, but I will. 
  
Dave.  
 
Rock Farm Cave - Sat 27th April 
  
Geoff, Mud, Rich, Simon, Mike & Dave. 
  
Wed nights bang left plenty of spoil and a number of large rocks to pull out from the Mud-
Ole rift. All cleared and deposited on the surface. 
No drill and bang, but still plenty more gravel infill to be dug out on Wed evening assuming 
still reachable without further widening. 
In-between Hauling the surface crew continued clearing & enlarging the the Upper Rock 
Farm Rift. If we should run out of spoil to dig in Mud-Ole, we can turn our attention to 
URFR. 
  
No Clive on Wed I believe, but I'll be there for more of the same. 
  
Dave. 
 



Rock Farm Cave, Wed 1st May. 
  
Mud & Dave. 
  
After a bit of an issue with the culvert stream, we soon had the the water pumping out as 
usual. 
  
Down in the Mud-Ole a large lump of rock was eventually persuaded to let go of the 
left hand wall (when looking down stream) making it a little wider at the bottom and easier 
to dig out the gravel/shingle infill. By the end of play, 13 bags were dug out and stashed on 
the ledge at the bottom of the staircase. 
At the bottom of the Mud-Ole heading down stream there is a space appearing below the 
jammed floor of the passage above, but obviously of little interest since it will link into the 
the rift below the bucket pulley & stemple and probably the route the water normally takes. 
Slightly more interesting, the water that was puddling at the bottom of the Mud-Ole was 
made to flow away at the up stream end where there is a slight undercut in the right hand 
wall (when looking up stream). A chisel can be pushed into the gravel for approx 30cm into 
this potential cavity. It might be a widening of the rift, or just a solution pocket or the start 
of a narrow bedding plane. 
  
Gavin then joined Dave for refreshments at the George. 
  
Dave. 
 
Rock Farm Cave - Sat 4th May 
  
Geoff, Clive, Emma & Dave. 
  
Approximately 27 bags of spoil dug out from the bottom of the Mud-Ole and hauled to the 
surface along with the 13 bags from Wed evening. A very large boulder was hauled up a 
short distance a stashed down stream in the rift awaiting chemical reduction since it didn't 
yield to club hammer and chisel. A slightly smaller slab was hauled up (took three to haul 
it) into the stream passage where it was  reduced into manageable size rocks for hauling 
out. 
The undercut in the right hand wall (when facing up stream) proved to be "not without 
interest". Dave managed to get his head down to floor level to view a vertical joint approx 
20cm wide and bedding plane approx 7cm high in the up stream direction, but too awkward 
to view in the down stream direction. The bedding and joint could be viewed for approx 2.5 
to 3 metres heading off into black space at 90 deg to the stream passage. A few inches 
behind the right hand wall (when facing up stream) is what seems to be another parallel 
rift/joint,  but this cannot be seen higher up. 
Four holes in the right hand wall and one in the large boulder drilled and fired. 
  
Dave.  
Plus a flying visit from Duncan, ostensibly to wash his oversuit in the stream….. 
 
 



Rock Farm - Wednesday 8th May 2019 Dave and Clive 
 
After the storms a ‘three-pump’ evening ensued but even that wasn’t enough.  A reasonable 
Swildons size stream still made its way down the Mud’Ole, which made life interesting especially for 
Dave who fitted up a plastic bag and plank-shaped way of deviating the water to one side rather 
than splashing its way across the rift and bouncing off the far wall. 
 
Much broken rock from the last, and very effective, bang made for 21 bags to be taken to The 
Landing along with a load of large-ish rocks ready for the weekend. 
 
Too wet to drill and bang this time but there is still some more spoil to come out of the rift. 
 
Regrettably I can’t make it on Saturday, it will have to be Sunday afternoon for me.  Sorry 
Geoff!  There is plenty to drag to the surface if anyone would prefer to do the Saturday. 
 
Clive 
 
Viaduct Sink, Saturday 11 May 2019 

A solo trip pottering about in the vicinity of the dig at the bottom of the cave. 
 
I accessed the dig via the high level route through the boulders after Bridge Junction. OK on 
the way in but had to remove some rock flakes in order to reverse the move. We can now 
use the low level route we used to take through the boulders for storing spoil. 
 
I moved some more back-fill from the connection with the end of the cave to make life 
easier when digging recommences. I also took in two more crowbars and a lump hammer 
and left them there. 
 
The last part of the streamway is very tight and will need enlarging before we can drill the 
end. The roof looks like it may yield to lump hammer and chisel but alas I had no chisel. My 
short one is in Snake Pit and my long one was being elusive on the day. 
 
I will be going back next Friday afternoon with a chisel and also some WD40 as the lock has 
become very stiff. If anyone wants to come along please let me know. 
 
Cheers 
 
Geoff 
 
Rock Farm - Sunday 12th May & Wed 15th May 2019 Sunday – Geoff, Rich and Clive 
 
The previous sessions bags were lifted from The Landing to the surface and Geoff enjoyed finished 
clearing the bottom of the Mud’Ole prior to another four holes being drilled and fired. These too 
were lifted topside.   An early session this time – all over by around 3pm! 
 
Wednesday – Dave, Spike and Clive plus Duncan on pub support. 
 
All the bags were used clearing the bang debris and they, plus a load of rocks, made their way to the 
surface.  It is now easy to look along the floor level inlet coming in from the east side.  It starts as a 



nicely rounded tube for a couple of feet leading into a rift, say 6inches wide, visible for around 15ft 
with a bedding development on the right.   
 
A couple of feet in, on the right, it seems to be roomier but its impossible to see.  I will put CaveCam 
in there for a look next time but I don’t hold out much hope for anything worthwhile there as a 
result.  Ditto the bottom of the Mud’Ole so I’m afraid that one has now joined the ‘been there, done 
that!’ list! 
 
So, on to another of the rifts now doubt! 
 
This Saturday will be the trip to Butts Chamber in TLS to finish the maypoling operation we started 
18months ago!  Gavin is loaning us another 10ft aluminium scaffold pole to enable us to reach the 
mysterious ‘white window’ up on the east wall of the chamber.  I intend to try to get a good picture 
of it this time. 
 
Signed up so far are  Dave, Emma, Simon, Geoff and Clive.  Richard has promised surface support. 
 
The idea (weather permitting) is to have the traditional lunchtime picnic before going underground. 
Meet up for that around 12.30 – 1pm…. 
Clive 
 
Viaduct Sink, Friday 17 May 

GN solo. So far although we have unbackfilled the stream way, there is a wet squeeze we 
have not passed yet, which is situated a few metres before the old end of the cave. This will 
need removal before we can work the end. I took in various chisels and removed a useful 
amount of rock from the roof on the approach to this wet squeeze. This involves sitting in 
the stream and getting a hot sweaty top half and cold wet bottom half. Got a better view of 
the end which continues to descend quite steeply. There will be a fair amount of washed in 
debris to remove before the end is banged. Removed more of the loose debris before the 
squeeze to avoid it being washed down to the end. Spoil currently being stacked where we 
put the unbackfill. 
 
This part of the cave is developed at the boundary of black limestone (floor) and red / 
yellow rock (roof), the latter being more friable. 
 
It would be nice to divert the stream into The Somme which would serve the dual purpose 
of  making the end of the cave easier to dig and also perhaps self digging the gravel filled 
end of The Somme. 
 
Applied much needed WD40 to the lock. I intend returning next Friday afternoon. 
 
Cheers 
 
Geoff 
 

 
 

 
 



TLS - Maypole Climb - Saturday 18th May 2019 
Dave, Emma, Geoff and Clive. Rich and Simon on surface support. 
 
Around 18months ago we tried to investigate the strange ‘white windows’ spotted by Mud high on 
the east wall of Butts Chamber by setting up a Maypole and ladder. This attempt got Dave into a 
position just a few feet lower than he needed to be to see safely into the feature.  An extra length of 
scaffold pole was needed. 
  
An 8ft length was borrowed from Gavin but was found, on arrival in Butts to be slightly smaller in 
diameter than the others and as a result impossible to clamp safely.  Luckily there was a spare short 
length left over from the earlier attempt so this was used instead. 
  
As a result Dave managed to gain a view into the two features and pronounced them to be a low 
bedding with dry light coloured limestone.  I’ll leave it to him to describe in detail…. 
  
In short not worth pursuing….. 
  
A fairly exhausting trip out with all the scaffold poles, clamps, ropes and ladders etc followed by tea 
and an executive committee meeting on the surface to discuss the future of work at Rock Farm.  It 
was agreed to have a go next at ‘Cave C’ assuming Gavin is agreeable.  Work to start on Wednesday. 
  
Clive 
 
Rock Farm 'C' - Wednesday 22nd May 2019 Dave, Mike and Clive 
 
A Cave Cam attempt was made into the inlet at the bootom of the Mud’ole in Rocks Farm – it didn’t 
show everything I wanted so will have another go on Saturday. 
 
Gavin had moved a large rock with the excavator which had been impeding access to the rift at Cave 
‘C’. 
 
Easy digging of the clay and rocks, due to the dry conditions, led to an open bedding on the left 
initially about a foot high with some stal.  It was open, but about 6in high, extending towards the old 
dig for about 10ft.  An unsuccesful voice connection was tried with the rift above The Landing. 
 
On the right hand side of the main rift a bedding a few inches high was opened running about 10ft to 
the west.  A very slight outward draught was noticeable.  Interestingly there was no air movement at 
all anywhere in the old dig. 
 
Plenty of scope for pleasant surface digging in the good weather at this site and the other open rift. 
Mike cleared around that one for us and its an intriguing spot.  I might bang it on Saturday if Emma 
can perhaps supply three old hay bales again to deaden the blast a bit….. 
Clive  
 
Rock Farm Rift - Saturday 25th May 2019 Emma & John, Rich, Simon, Geoff and Clive 
 
After suitable discussions about where we should dig next it was agreed we should open up the 
interesting looking Rock Farm Rift, about 25yrds to the east of Rock Farm Cave. 
 
Richard spent some time constructing some very useful steps down into ‘Cave C’ and dig out some of 
the fill in the rift. 



 

 
 



 
 



The main team though spent most of the afternoon clearing the debris from Mike’s session on 
Wednesday evening plus demolishing some of the bedrock in front of the major block obscuring the 
way on. 
 

 
 
This was followed by a spectacular surface blast, ameliorated by four hay bales supplied by Emma 
and John, which reduced a lot of the big block to handy-sized chunks. 
 
Much more of it remains though to be dealt with on Wed etc. 
 
Cave Cam was inserted into the rift on the right and after about 8ft it could be seen to emerge into a 
larger space.   
 
The video shows a promising area ahead (bear in mind it’s a wide-angle lens though) with an 
interesting area in the floor – another go with Cave Cam pointed downwards is called for.  Nb - Near 
the end of the video the camera does a 360degree turn. 
 
CaveCam also had another go at the inlet at the bottom of The Mud’Ole in Rock Farm Cave.  This 
now shows clearly there is a parallel rift a couple of feet behind the wall of The Mud’Ole.  Its all 
relatively small scale though.  The inlet was still draughting a little and I could also hear the muffled 
sound of operations at Rock Farm Rift. 
 
An enjoyable afternoon working in the sun and fresh air for a change!  Clive 



Weds 29th May Mud + Spike, 

After a bit of a mooch about looking at our prospects, some rock was pulled out of site 
D/East Rift/Lottie Pot/Second-from-the-East and you can look on a bit into the void on the 
RHS. 

Bit of a draught blowing out as well, noticeable both on the whiskers and moving 
vegetation. 
Spike 

Wed 5th June 
East Rift, Rock Farm. 
  
Clive, Dave and later Spike on surface duties (although to be fair it's all surface duties in East 
Rift at present). 
  
Dave made a start on chiseling out more of the previously banged fractured rock whilst Clive 
dashed home to pick up the drill bits. By the time Clive returned a reasonable amount of 
spoil was waiting to be barrowed down the track. Two holes were then drilled and charged 
in the upper section of the boulder spanning the left & right hand rifts and one hole in the 
floor in front of the boulder. The sheet of rigid matting (which is now on its last legs) and 
hay bales were again deployed to dampen the noise of the blast. After blasting more 
chiselling and rock wrangling ensued including the removal of a 30cm cubed rock from the 
left hand rift which gave a view down into the rift which appears to open up into a cavity 
joining up with the right hand rift behind the boulder.  
Before Clive, Dave & Gavin adjourned to the George Clive deployed cave cam down both the 
left and right rifts. 
  
  
Clive is unavailable for the next couple weeks (I don't know who signed his holiday form at 
such short notice!), but there is still a lot more that can be done without chemical 
persuasion. Saturday's plan is to drill one or two holes in the top half of the boulder, fix an 
anchor or two and see if we can winch it out. Gavin is also kindly lending us his 110v 
concrete breaker/chisel to aid removal of the boulder, in addition to a mini digger (NB not a 
Wessex member) he currently has on site. Once the upper and lower half of the boulder is 
removed we may actually be underground.  
I'll be about on Saturday, who else? 
  
Dave. 
Ps. Sunday there is a motorcycle trials event taking place from about 10am in Gavin's quarry 
at which we are welcome to spectate. 
 
Sat 8th June, Rock Farm East Rift. 
  
Tony L, Simon, Geoff & Dave. 
  
Play started with Geoff chiseling away at the boulders blocking the way on. Tony & Dave 
collected an RSJ from the quarry to anchor the winch. Tony then took a turn at chiseling 



before Gavin arrived and offered the use of his concrete breaker, this made light work of 
splitting the boulders, although I'm sure Tony wouldn't call it light. A 14mm rawlbolt was 
anchored into the top water worn and sculptured rock, but due to the soft nature of the 
rock it just pulled out. The hole was then drilled out to fit a 20mm rawlbolt which then 
enabled the top block to be winched out, broken up and barrowed to the spoil heap. The 
same treatment was applied to the next large block which soon befell the same fate. A little 
more clearing of smaller loose debris rendered the opening to the void below a little safer. 
  
It was then possible not only to peak over into the void but enough room to enter requiring 
the use of head torches to assess possible ways on :-). The area consists of large in situ 
blocks water eroded along horizontal and vertical joints, nothing new there then. A small 
opening about 20 - 30cm wide can be seen for approximately 2m down to the left but may 
continue further whilst straight on appears to close up with in a metre or so. The floor is 
made up of smaller rocks some of which have fallen in due to our digging activities and 
some that have been in situ for a long time. It should be relatively easy to clear these out.  
  
The threshold into the void is a large block a little narrower than the opening and approx 
60cm deep dipping down at about 30deg with a void beneath. This will probably require a 
wedge or chock stone perhaps grouted either side to ensure it stays where it is. Underneath 
the threshold block is a calcite boss 30cm tall x 10cm at its base. A good afternoon's work 
and a well earned tea break on  the river bank. 
  
Dave.  
 
Viaduct Sink Friday 7 June 
Hammering away at the wet squeeze again. Tried using a propane / butane blow torch to 
assist with this process as have used the technique with some success in the past, but the 
rock and the environment seemed to be against me on this occasion. However I carried on 
without it and managed to remove a reasonable amount of rock in the approach to the 
squeeze so that I am now chiselling away at the squeeze itself as I sit with my legs in the 
actual squeeze. 
 
The tight section is only about a foot long. Beyond this, the passage continues fairly steeply 
downwards, appearing to be about 2ft high and 3.5 ft  wide, with a clean solid black rock 
floor for another 10 or 12 ft before it appears to be blocked with washed in debris. However 
as always cant be sure until I pass the squeeze. 
 
Tried the squeeze feet first and got to where it pressed my chest, but did not try to force it, 
given I was on my own, the volume of water and the fact that we will have to enlarge it 
anyway in order to work the end. 
 
Talking to Simon afterwards it seems that the squeeze might after all be the previous limit 
of exploration, but one can never be sure after all these years. The backfilling has so altered 
the appearance of the cave that the survey is difficult to interpret  in this part of the cave. 
There is an interesting dry but too tight passage rising on the left near here which does 
not seem to appear on the survey. 
 



The fumes / water vapour from the blow torch took a long while to clear, confirm that the 
draught at the end is very weak, Whether this is due to the washed in debris blocking the 
end or to imminent sumping, is anyone's guess. 
 
Anyway I am committed to passing the squeeze to see what really lies beyond and will be 
back next Friday afternoon to carry on. Anyone interested in joining me please let me know. 
 
Cheers 
 
Geoff  
 
  
Rock Farm East Rift - Wed 12th June - Dave. 
  
Assessed the threshold boulder and concluded that although the inner end appears insecure 
it extends a good 1.5m back towards the entrance and where it is fairly well grouted in and 
therefore would seem to be very secure, so no chocks were felt necessary. 
A number of skips of mud/soil hauled out along with a few wheelbarrow loads of rocks 
deposited on the spoil heap up the track which has rendered the chamber a little roomier 
The potentially interesting way on is off to the left passed the "extensive" curtain, but to 
gain access to this area the top of the large boulder at waist height will need reducing. A 
Heath Robinson cave cam (phone strapped to timber batten) was poked down to the left 
without conclusive results, however Clive's cave cam may give a better indication. 
  
Gavin and Dave the adjourned to the George. 
  
  
Dave. 
Ps. Neither Clive or I are about on Saturday.  
The next task really is to reduce the boulder as mentioned above with either Dr Noble's or 
plug & feathers, but it might be worth waiting for cave cam. With that in mind perhaps 
some attention could be directed to site C (to the right of Rock Farm Cave) if equipment not 
available for East Rift. Or a trip down Viaduct Sink, perhaps with the view to assessing pipe 
installation to divert the stream down the Somme. I have approx 30m of light weight 2 1/2 
inch hose that might be suitable.  
Discuss/arrange amongst yourselves. :-) 
 
Viaduct Sink 14 & 15 June 2019  
 
First some clarification & correction to previous reports. 
 
I have belatedly realised why the MU5 description and the survey don't agree. The survey 
only goes as far as the wet squeeze, the limit of penetration for normal size people. The 
description goes to the bitter end, as least as far as one can see, maybe further. It would be 
interesting to know who if anyone has been through the squeeze. It is obvious there has 
been little if any traffic beyond the squeeze and no work carried out there. Beyond the 
squeeze the streamway looks about  0.5 m (18") high, and very jagged in places. 



 
Contrary to my previous statement, the floor of the streamway is in red limestone. It 
appears black because there is a thin tough black deposit / coating covering the entire floor 
of the streamway. 
 
I carried on the hammering and chiselling of the wet squeeze roof on Friday but did not 
achieve as much as in previous sessions. 
 
With no other ATLAS personnel around on Saturday I returned to Viaduct, gladly accepting 
Gav's kind offer of the loan of an SDS battery powered chisel. This was transported to the 
end in a digging bucket and carrier bag and I managed to keep it reasonably dry despite the 
cave being very wet. This was quite effective once I had adjusted to a different way of 
working. One more session with this tool should see the squeeze removed, hopefully next 
Friday afternoon, assuming the tool and batteries survived OK.  
 
The Grimpen Mire seems to be a thing of the past. The water running into where it used to 
be sinks into an obvious small drainhole, which hopefully can be maintained. 
 
Before going down Viaduct I took a peek into the East Rift. Initially the best way on looks to 
be low down on the left. I followed this ( with difficulty) until I got to the end of this 
"passage" of 2 or 3 m and got a view ahead and down. Alas the continuations all  look very 
tight, muddy and bouldery and no better than else where in this dig. 
 
Cheers 
 
Geoff 
 
Wed 19th June 
East Rift, Rock Farm. 
  
Clive, Tav, Spike & Dave. 
  
A surgical single shot hole drilled, charged and popped in the large boulder in the floor to 
the left that partially blocked access to the possible continuation to the left. After several 
barrow loads of debris cleared the void was sufficiently spacious to gain a better view 
beyond the curtains. Further reduction of the boulder required to create a large enough 
working area to continue down and to the left. 
  
Dave. 
  
Ps. I'm not available for digging now until probably Wed 17th July due to heading out to 
France next week to a slightly more spacious cave. 
 
 
 
Dave, very diplomatically, didn’t mention that we were all rather disappointed with what lay 
beyond the tight section (as previously reported by Geoff). 



 
There is nice stal and much waterworn rock including large boulders (no doubt ‘slipped’ 
bedrock’) set in mud fill.  There is a trickle of water from somewhere keeping it all damp. A 
faint outward movement of air as well.  
 
The general feeling was that we should move on but I was of the opinion that we should 
carry on with it in the short term, as Dave mentions.  Having slept on it though I’m now not 
so sure and would suggest that if John, Emma and Simon are around on Sat they evaluate it 
themselves and we can then decide the best option. 
 
The other site is obviously Cave ‘C’ (until Gavin fins yet more of course!) which we can push 
on Saturday ….. 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
 
Carrion Swallet 21st June Andy W & Paul S 
Had a good session today with Paul S after several weeks with dodgy knee. Tidied up the 
fenced swallet hole. Hauled up the awaiting rocks, some were pretty heavy according to my 
able assistant hauler! Then drilled p&F in  Bethlehem to remove the offending up ended slab 
and pushed some large bits out to be hauled at the end of the session.  Moved to Nazareth 
(more un-stable than Bethlehem) and drilled P+f their too. Lots of spoil to come out from 
both now. We need the voyseys me n paul for a good evening session now. All good. 
Regards All  

Andy W 

Cave 'C' - Saturday 22nd June 2019 John, Emma and Clive 
 
The Gisbornes had a good look at the end of East Rift and after due deliberation we decided that it 
would be reasonable to ‘mothball’ it for now. 
 
Attention has now switched to Cave ‘C’ (the furthest known rift to the west on the exposure). 
 
After a bit of earth clearing a one shot bang was put into the bedrock floor on the right hand side of 
the entrance rift.  By the end of the afternoon a fair amount of rock had been removed revealing a 
narrow cleft leading into a (known) open bedding leading off to the right. 
 
Another bang on the next session is planned. 
 
During tea-break on a much overgrown island we were very pleasantly surprised to see Rich and 
Geraldine arrive to check up on our activities. Geraldine (no doubt) enjoyed the ensuing tour of the 
entrances and of Gavin’s wider domain. 
 
The plan is to return on Wednesday as usual (if anyone else is about) but bearing in mind the traffic 
heading to Glastonbury it may be safest to have an evening off, especially as manpower is in short 
supply this week.  
 



If anyone fancies digging let me know…. 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
 
Viaduct Sink Friday 21 June 

The expected breakthrough did not occur. The final bit, most critical bit of rock is proving 
very stubborn. The SDS Battery powered chisel which proved so successful last week was 
ineffective this time and most of what little progress was made, was made with hammer 
and chisel. In the process I became cold while working, lying in the streamway and even 
colder after I tried fitting in the squeeze. It took me hours to warm up again and and I felt 
unwell enough to leave most of my evening meal and to halve my Friday alcohol 
consumption.  
 
However the sight of passable if low and wet passage ahead, will lure me back next Friday 
afternoon with different technology. Its only a matter of time. Other welcome but please let 
me know beforehand. 
 
The large field on the approach is currently inhabited by a herd of more or less friendly 
cattle. These took a strong interest in the bag I carried the SDS Chisel in, presumably 
thinking it might contain food for them. As I crossed the field on my way out they formed a 
long line behind me and I felt a bit like a modern day pied piper.  
 
Cheers 
 
Geoff  
 

Viaduct Sink Friday 21 June Hi Rich et al 
 
The survey generally stacks up with what I can see apart from a few tiny details. It depicts an 
apparent abandoned oxbow running from the start of the Somme down to the stream way, 
entering from a higher level just before the "end". This oxbow appears to have been 
backfilled and we have added to this when we unbackfilled the stream way. The ATLAS 
backfilling of the streamway extended to a low crawl in the streamway at point just before 
the junction with the above mentioned oxbow. Where the oxbow enters there is a small 
chamber useful for keeping tools. After this chamber, the stream descends steeply (water 
chute?) and bears right ending shortly afterwards at a wet squeeze which stopped us and 
marks the end of the survey.. This is tighter than it looks, but I am sure that a real ferret like 
Mrs Moody would have got through, if it had not already been backfilled. There were signs 
that some banging might have occurred at this point.  
 
Beyond the wet squeeze the passage can be seen very low but passable for maybe 2m and 
then apparently getting a little higher for another 2 or 3m before the way on is obscured. 
Perhaps light were not as good in the 1970 / 80's as they are today 
 



I have removed a lot of rock before the crux of the squeeze, improving access to it, but the 
crux itself is still there and being very stubborn. The crux is very short so its only a matter of 
time. 
 
I cant make sense of the MU description downstream of the Bridge Junction and suspect 
some typo error or transposing of something or other. Ditto Rich's memory. 
 
Cheers 
 
Geoff 
 
Viaduct Sink 28.6.19 
The wet squeeze at the end of the streamway was finally removed using a borrowed drill 
(thanks JC) and much more hammering & chiselling.  The way on looks promising and 
intimidating in equal measure. As always when you view passage beyond a constriction, the 
closer you get to it, the smaller the continuing passage becomes. There was no way I was 
going to attempt this without a wet suit. I will be back in two weeks time (visiting relatives 
next weekend) hopefully with a wet suit and more tools to remove the spoil that has been 
washed in to the continuation over the years. 
 
Cheers 
 
Geoff 
 
Cave 'C' - Saturday 29th June 2019 Geoff, Clive and Simon 
 
Despite the sweltering heat the shaded entrance area of Cave C proved to be refreshingly cool – no 
obvious draught but very cool to work in. 
 
An initial bang in the floor – on the right hand side of the rift – gave us scope for an afternoon spent 
peeling off layers of rock until the need for a second bang before departing. 
 
More of the open bedding revealed to the right.   
 
The Mayalls were away sweating it out at Glastonbury but we were visited by Phil the bodger while 
he visited the stream for water (not for drinking I hope!). He was able to view the first bang as a 
result and was suitably impressed I think (it was luckily a very quiet one!) 
 
The results of the second bang will be there for clearing on Wednesday…. 
 
All best 
 
Clive 

 
 
 

 

 



Cave C - Saturday 6th July 2019 Simon, Rich and Clive plus a visit from Mark and Karen 
 
After a very enjoyable catch-up with Mark and Karen more rock plus the fine-grained fill from the 
narrow rift was removed.  We have now dropped the ‘floor’ by another 6inches or so with more rock 
yet to come out. 
 
In suspect the way forward will be to head to the left where there is another, this time, open rift and 
remove the solid between the two much as we have done in the other digs. 
 
Again, the dig face was delightfully cool with a hint of a draught coming from the left hand rift. 
 
Tea and cake, courtesy of Karen (and brewed in their camper-van) was served on The Island! 
 
All best 
 
Clive 

 

Wed 10 July, fine weather and company! 

Carrion dig, 2.5m gained a new small chamber entered at the end of Nazareth Rift in which 
you can stand up among large dodgy looking boulders with no apparent way on during 
Weds eve after much drilling, p+f splitting and levering, rest of team matt mandy n paul, did 
some great hauling of rocks n muddy spoil from both areas. Mandy dug in bethlehem going 
downwards where water goes in wet weather. A good team effort. Rgds Andy  

Rock Farm, Cave C, Thurs 18th July 
  
Clive, Emma & Dave. 
  
Holes were already pre drilled so a quick ream out before charging holes. 
New bales of hay brought in by Emma to muffle the bang before detonation (the old hay 
and split bales loaded into the dumper truck for disposal). 
Plenty of spoil dug out lowering the floor by approx 0.5m, before Clive, Dave & Gavin retired 
to the George. 
  
Dave. 
 
Viaduct Sink Friday 12 July 2019 
Having partially removed the squeeze at the end of the streamway the previous week, I 
returned in a very stiff 34 year old 5mm wetsuit this week to push on with Simon M-K as 
back up. The rake taken in to remove the washed in spoil did not do the job  so this has 
been retired to my allotment. The way on is currently a flat-out helmet-off crawl in the 
stream. Instead of removing the washed in spoil I had to push it forward. Progress was 
halted after about 2m when the spoil piled up against some ribs of rock in the floor. 
 
Beyond this the streamway passage changes shape from a low bedding to a small tube. This 
tube looks to be passable although the transition between the two passage shapes may 



need enlargement to permit access. The streamway can then be seen to curve around to the 
left. 
 
Reversing the squeeze proved difficult being uphill and I was grateful for the assistance of 
Simon who hauled away at my feet etc. I will return next week to hopefully further enlarge 
the squeeze so that it can be reversed without assistance. 
 
Cheers 
 
Geoff 
 
 

Cave 'C' - Saturday 20th July 2019 Geoff, Clive and Rich 
 
To kick off the proceedings a two hole bang gave us plenty of rock to remove on the left giving us a 
comfortable space to work in. 
 
Quite a bit of clay was removed from the rifts and a final two hole bang went into the ‘rib’ separating 
the two joints. 
 
One hay bale was abandoned after the first bang after the baler twine had broken, it being deemed 
a waste of time and effort to keep clearing up the ensuing mess.  The sound-reducing effect of loose 
hay is probably negligible compared with an intact one. 
 
I’ve asked Dave if he can come up with a way of reinforcing the baler twine with wire maybe.  Gav 
suggested plastic parcel strapping (which he has) but I feel that would be damaged by the blast as 
well. 
 
The bales have been left in situ post-bang for attention next time. 
 
All best 
 
Clive 
 

Viaduct Sink, 19 July 2019 Dave K & Geoff N 
 
Most of the time was spent further enlarging the wet squeeze with hammer, chisel and Drill. 
 
GN then  inserted himself into the squeeze and made a start on removing the washed-in 
spoil. He was now able to reverse the squeeze without assistance. 
 
They finally looked at the logistics of diverting the stream into The Somme. 
 
Next Friday I would like to continue, (subject to work on the entrance ladder) and hopefully 
complete, the clearance of washed-in spoil, when it will then be possible to decide how best 
to continue the dig. 
 
Geoff 



Cave C - Thursday 25th July 2019 Emma, Dave and Clive 
 
Having removed the bales from the last bang Dave spent some very productive time removing the 
accumulated loose rock and debris. 
 
There is a lot of very compacted sandy mud/clay in the two parallel joints plus also in a cross joint at 
the back. 
 
We need to push the rift back, and down probably, for a few more feet to see if its worth persuing. 
 
Gavin was talking again about his proposed excavation work at the back of the quarry – he may well 
be able to get on to this soon. 
 
Another session on Saturday (which will be my last before my hernia op on Tues which will mean a 
week away from anything at all active – hopefully a very gentle return after that) 
 
Clive 
 

Rock Farm Cave C, Sat 27th July. 
  
Clive, Geoff, Simon & Dave. 
  
More rock from the floor and mud infill from the cross joint ahead was removed 
revealing another rib of limestone lined either side with more mud. A few holes drilled and 
charged, fresh bales of hay to dampen the blast were first tied using stainless steel cable 
(approx 1mm dia) in the hope that this would survive the blast an not leave a pile of loose 
hay. Unfortunately the blast still cut through the s/s cable. A lot more rock and mud pulled 
out and a pile of rock left for the next clearing session. A chisel can be pushed into the 
current soft mud face to a depth of 200mm without hitting solid. A cool draught is quite 
noticeable coming in from the left which no doubt comes from the adjacent entrance 
passage of Rock Farm Cave.  
  
The first wooden crate was filled with approx 1/2 tonne of rock that Gavin plans to advertise 
on ebay, could be the first dig that sells off its spoil. 
  
Dave. 
 
Viaduct Sink Friday 26 July 2019 Geoff, Dave, Mike Moxon 
 
Modest but real progress on three fronts. 
 
1. Dave brought in a sturdy aluminium ladder to replace the existing unsafe Dexion ladder 
on the entrance shaft. A final decision on how to secure it has yet to be made. A temporary 
lashing is currently in place. Its not an ideal base for opening the gate from inside, so it may 
be necessary to install a scaffold bar or two as well. Perhaps it would be best,when in the 
cave, to secure the gate in the open position for the time being. The Dexion ladder is still in 
place at the moment. 
 



2. Dave & Geoff agreed a provisional plan of action for building the dam and diverting part 
of the stream into The Somme. Probably to be accomplished using fairly flexible but not 
collapsible pipe that Dave already has in his possession. A two stage cementing / walling 
process is envisaged. Whilst Geoff and Mike were at the dig face, Dave made major 
modifications to the bouldery area where the dam will be located. This makes access easier 
and means a rewrite of the cave description! 
 
3. Mike became the 2nd person to reach the new end of the cave. Some more rubble was 
removed but there is more to come. Its perhaps possible that there is enough spoil to come 
out of the floor, that bang will not be needed to break through. Time will tell. GN had more 
trouble reversing the squeeze than last time. Must remember to remove emergency light on 
a loop around his neck before entering the squeeze.  
 
There will be a session next Friday as usual, but what happens will depend on who is there. 
 
Cheers 
 
Geoff 
 
Rock Farm, Cave C, Thurs 1st August. 
  
Emma & Dave. 
  
All of the rock & mud left from Sat session cleared out plus more of the same from the floor, 
roof & dig face also cleared. The two walls of the rift are slowly 
converging  with new rib being exposed with mud infill above, below and both sides. The rib 
shows no sign of movement and sounds solid. A small air space did appear on the LHS of the 
rib, but was only approx 25mm square so nothing to write home about but may be an 
indication of approaching the end of the mud infill. The infill at the bottom is changing to 
gravel as opposed to the mud that's previously been dug out. There is possibly a small 
amount of progress still to made perhaps above the new rib before a bang required, but 
whether this is worth a session before a bang is debatable.  
  
Another wooden crate was filled with rock spoil. 
  
A shortage of diggers for the next few weeks. 
I'm unavailable for the next three Saturdays, but can be available this coming Wed. 
Discus! 
Dave K 
 
Viaduct Sink 2nd August 2019 Dave King, Geoff Newton 
 
The first phase of the dam construction was completed. Two rigid plastic pipes were 
concreted into the space under a small rock / stal bridge to form the right hand side of the 
dam, whilst water was channelled down to the left. More mix has been left by Dave in a 
BDH container for future use in phase 2 on the left hand side.. We also took in 15m of blue 
2.5" dia plastic pipe from Dave's store to the site and threaded it down into The Somme. 



This has the right balance of rigidity and flexibility and had the right length, just reaching to 
where the down gradient in The Somme becomes significant, which should encourage the 
water to flow where we want. This may suffice to take the summer flow of water when the 
dam is complete, but the dam will have provision for a 2nd pipe to take the winter flow as 
well. Not sure when phase 2 will happen as Dave is not around much for the next 2-3 weeks. 
 
After work on the dam was finished for the day I spent a little time trying to extract more 
spoil from the end of the stream way but with not much to show for it. Need a rethink or 
bang. 
 
Cheers 
 
Geoff 
 

Rock Farm Quarry - Monday 26th and Saturday 31st August 2019 

Monday - Emma, Dave and Clive 
  
Gavin had recently started clearing some of the boulder pile at the back of his quarry (lower level) 

with his excavator.  There was a danger that a tottering pinnacle of rock, about 15ft high, might well 

come adrift and collapse on him – a job for ATLAS indeed! 
  
Dave donned his SRT kit and fixed a 100m(!) cable around the top of the offending rock which was 

gently pulled by Gav on his dump truck.  The resulting collapse of the pile made good video footage!   
  

Saturday – Dave, Darryl, Simon, Geoffrey Newton and Clive 
  
A ‘gardening’ session, in the quarry but not of rock this time.  To give Gav a chance to 
uncover more of the potential site of Windlass Pot he needs to move the inclined track 
abutting the rift which means providing a new section of track cut into the bank above. 
  
Hence a session removing a tangled mass of sawn branches and ‘Old Man’s Beard’ (a variety 
of clematis apparently) – much sawing, hacking and heaving said vegetation into the waiting 
dump truck for tipping elsewhere. 
  
Before packing up an attempt was made to free the winch cable which had become jammed 
under part of the rock pile – an attempt which failed due to the tonnage involved. 
  
Gav will now start work on the incline in the proximity of the possible cave site.  For the 
time being this will be our focus rather than the various rifts near the barn! 
  
   
All best 
  
Clive 
Viaduct Sink - Fri 30th Aug 

  

Geoff & Dave. 

  



Down to the waterfall where half the dam had been cemented with two rigid pipes to 

take flexible hoses as required. A plastic bag with the corner cut off was secured into on 

of the fixed pipes and weighted down with silt and sand etc to divert the stream through 

the pipe to enable cementing of the other half of the dam. A suitable rock that virtually 

filled the space was cemented and grouted in place whilst bailing the small amount of 

water that seeped passed the the plastic bag funnel. After completion of the dam the 

plastic bag was left in place to reduce the washing out of the grouting. Before exiting a 

Daren drum of cement was left at the bottom of the entrance shaft in case any remedial 

work is required to the dam on subsequent visits. 

  

Dave. 

 
Upper Windlass Pot(!) Wed Sept 4 

Gav, Dave, Mike ‘Kushy’ and Clive 
  
At Gav’s request we helped load up three dumpy bags with cut logs from a large pile close to the open 

upper rift on the quarry incline.  These were then lifted clear by the digger and a session ensued 

digging an 8ft deep pit in the track up against the little open rift. 
  
This uncovered a few more feet of the rift and the session finished with the uncovering of the bedrock 

base of the incline.  The next step is to clear up by hand the loose soil etc and check for a continuation 

of the rift across the base to see if there is anything of interest there.  Due to my being away on Sat 

and Dave (all weekend) and Gav’s availability we suggest a session on Sunday checking out the base 

of the pit and then starting work with the digger on the lower rift which is reputed to be Windlass Pot. 
  
Gav may well have started that work before Sunday. 
  
Rich/Emma/John/Simon – are you about on Sunday?? 
  
All best 
  
Clive 

 

Viaduct Sink Friday 6 September 

Just a solo trip to check on the concrete applied last week to the dam. The temporary 

diversion of the water into the tubes was still operational. The leak in the diversion 

escapes at the interface between the left hand wall and the concrete. Otherwise the 

concrete applied last week seems to be intact and it should  be possible to fix the leaks 

and connect the pipe next Friday. 

 

On my way out through Passchendaele I used a nearby flake of rock to scrape out a 

channel to lower the water level by 2 inches. Next time I will take in a small pick and 

should be able to drain most of it, to make life easier for the diggers. 

 

Geoff 

Windlass Pot Found Sunday 8 September 2019 
 
Geoff, Clive (now over 70), Rich and Gavin (with excavator) 
 



RW brought over the 1965 Windlass Pot survey and location plan, from which it was 
determined that the entrance to the cave was about one quarter way down and on 
the left-hand (northern) side of the lower quarry incline. This was in the area of 
Gavin's too narrow rift, located a while back. While Gavin cleared some of the 
overburden, the team dug below Gavin's rift and soon uncovered unmistakable signs 
of the top of the 3m deep Windlass Pot phreatic entrance rift.   
 
From local information, it is known that the entrance was filled in to stop kids falling 
down, and indeed the person-sized "pot" is full of earth and rubble, the latter derived 
from the disgraceful demolition of 17th century houses in Shepton Mallet in the 
1960s. The first half metre of fill was removed, revealing fragments of lias building 
stone, brick, tile and slate, as well as air spaces against the walls. 
 
A bit of "easy" conventional digging is now required for 2m metres or so, but I am 
confident that the cave below will be open and unfilled. Whether the "leads" in said 
cave are worth pursuing remains to be seen. 
 
CN may add some photos later. 
 
Rich 
 
Windlass Pot - Wednesday 11th Sept 2019 Emma, Dave and Clive 
  
A delicate bang was performed on the big boulder forming the threshold of the shaft.  This removed 

enough to make access and work more feasible. 
  
During the evening a considerable amount of soil and rocks etc were removed to a depth of around an 

additional couple of feet. 
  
There is a prominent rib of bedrock protruding from the floor just inside the ‘entrance’ – we’ll see 

how we fare with access as we proceed, it may need removing yet. 
  
Ahead the rift is staring to widen with good undercutting on the right hand side and a visible 

continuation of the rift ahead.  To the left there is a view through a break in the rocks for several feet – 

dimensions otherwise unknown. 
  
More to do on Saturday! 
  
All best 
  
Clive 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Viaduct Sink - Fri 13th Sept 

  

Geoff & Dave. 

  

BDH of dry sand, a couple of lengths of tubing of different diameters, a couple of tube 

clamps, a small pickaxe and the daren drum of cement collected from just below the 

entrance were all carried down to the dam at the waterfall. 

The plastic coffer dam was still doing its job of diverting virtually all of the water through 

one of the pipes, but left a trickle to fill and pond behind the LHS of the dam and leak 

between the dam and the passage wall. A length of small bore plastic tubing was used to 

syphon the ponding water over the dam, adjusting the height of the outflow to regulate 

the syphon flow to closely match the trickle of water entering the pond. This 

allowed remedial cementing/grouting to be done without the cement washing out. 

  

On exiting the small pickaxe and a crow bar were put into service to create a channel 

between Downside Aven and the calcite bridge which might help drain the water and 

slurry away from the flat out crawl particularly in the wetter winter months. 

  

Dave. 

 

Windlass Pot Sat 14th Sept 

Clive, Geoff & Dave. 

  

Much drier in the quarry today so the mud was less claggy and since shaded from the 

sun not too hot to be working on the surface. 

The rock in floor that was worried a little on Wed was drilled, fitted with a rawlbolt and 

anchor and easily winched out the the floor. Digging continued in the small awkward 

space but as the floor was lowered the pot started to widen on the right hand side but 

this turned out to be just an alcove. However it did provide a little more elbow room and 

somewhere out of site to store tools. By the end of play the floor had been lowered to 

approx 2m below the threshold bolder. 

  

Dave. 

 

Windlass Pot Wed 18th Sept 

  

Clive, Emma & Dave, 

  

As digging continues down so the entrance shaft is getting a little wider meaning more 

spoil to dig out for smaller returns on depth. Some undercutting of the wall coming into 

view. A few more man made items dug out with the spoil, some possibly more 

interesting than others. 

Items include:- another galvanized bucket, plastic bread bag c/w egg shell (prob the 

remnants of a packed lunch), a plastic tobacco pouch, a couple of house bricks and a 



couple of pieces (approx 25mm long x 4mm dia) of what could be parts of a clay pipe 

(but since clay pipes went out of fashion in the early 1900's, perhaps not).  

  

More of the same to follow. 

  

Clive is unavailable for the next two weekends (inc Wed 25th). 

This coming Sat Geoff and I will be about, Simon? Emma?. 

Wed 25th myself & possibly Emma (Gavin has offered to assist if required). 

Sat 28th is Hidden Earth w/end so I won't be available. 

  

Dave.   

Clive, Dave & Gavin then joined Duncan in the George. 

 

Sat 21st Sept 

Windlass Pot 

Rich, Geoff, Mike M & Dave. 

   

The bottom of the entrance shaft has now reached a clay type layer that probably pre 

dates the in-filling of the entrance shaft. A third galvanised bucket remains buried in the 

rift below the entrance threshold. All effort concentrated on the undercut on the left 

(when looking down from the surface). This has significantly opened up due to the easy 

digging of loose infill and not being filled to the roof. There is an upward trending slope 

towards a roof of water worn boulders that it might be possible to squeeze through to, 

but the clay slope looks undisturbed and therefore probably not the way on. To the left 

in the undercut a lot more spoil has now been dug out revealing a downward slope that 

is more likely the way on since a forth galvanised bucket sitting upright can be seen 

lower down the slope along with a length of rusty iron approx 50cm long that might be 

a piece of the old windlass. Since these are unlikely to have tumbled down to settle in 

that position it would suggest that the buckets were not just thrown down with other 

infill but were perhaps digging buckets. In addition to the buckets and other small 

amounts of rubbish a surprising number of biros have been dug out, the biro tally 

probably now into double figures. 

  

Rich identified an interesting fossil amongst the spoil heap, the name of which I can't 

recall but I'm sure he will enlighten us when he has confirmed his initial identification. 

  

Dave. 

  

Ps. The plan for Wed next week is to remove the zip wire and anything else left behind 

from TJ's, meeting there at 7pm. 

I shall take a ladder and tools. 

 

 

 

 



Viaduct Sink Friday 20 September 2019 

Dave & Geoff 

The dam is now watertight. The hose was inserted into position and the stream is now 

being diverted into The Somme. The end of the streamway was checked for noise after 

the flow was stopped but before water would have had a chance to work through the 

Somme. There was no sound up ahead. I will check again next week when the water has 

had time to work through.  There was slight backing up in The Somme but its too soon 

expect results. Again I will check next week. 

 

Currently the water levels are low. The intention is to raise the height of the dam to 

encourage the water down the hose when water levels are high. I may do this next 

Friday. 

 

Geoff 

 

Viaduct Sink, 27/28 September 

The cave was very wet. However the choke in The Somme was taking the water without 

backing up. We should have built up the dam last week, though. The week of heavy rain 

resulted in the dam overflowing. So I took out the plug. This just about lowered the 

water level enough to enable me to apply concrete and rocks to the top of the dam. As 

the working area is rather constricted I built up the wall from the upstream side on 

Friday and finished it off on Saturday from the downstream side.  

 

With the plug out now, most of the water is now running back down the streamway, but 

20-25% is still going to the Somme. Back next Friday to put the plug back in and maybe 

patch if necessary. The sand is now all used up, so I brought out Dave's BDH.  

 

Geoff 

 

Wed 25th Sept 

  

TJ's 

Emma, Rich, Mike M & Dave 

 Cleared the remaining digging kit from  TJ's included two very heavy steel ladders, 

stainless steel cable, bracket from tree. 

A quick look down the entrance of Ore's Close Folly, which was all as it had been left a 

couple of years ago, followed by walk over to the Dallimore's Cave depression via the 

collapse along the wall. The Dallimore's depression was found to be too overgrown to 

view the entrance pipe in the dark and pouring rain. 

Back to the cars to overload Dave's roof rack with the two steel ladders. Whilst Mike and 

Dave took these to the MNRS, Emma took Rich home to collect his spare car keys since 

he'd locked his set in the car (bloody Fords). All reconvened at the MNRS for tea.  

  

Dave. 

 



Wed 2nd Oct 

  

Windlass Pot 

  

Clive & Dave. 

  

Clearing the spoil from the down slope at the bottom of the entrance shaft continued. 

To clear from the lower end of the slope Dave squeezed down to dig upslope from the 

bottom whilst Clive hauled and stock piled the spoil at the bottom of the entrance shaft 

before both moved up to haul out to the surface. 

At the bottom of the slope an enlargement of the space with enough room to stand up 

with a roof and walls of large water worn boulders with little or no solid bedrock, but 

appears very stable. 

Facing the slope it is large enough to climb over the boulder that forms the roof of the 

slope and drop down to rejoin the slope nearer the bottom of the entrance. With back to 

slope it is apparent that early diggers have been active in digging down to the left, 

hence the now four galvanised bucket that have been found plus the head of a shovel 

and a few bits of metal work that may have been improvised digging tools. To the right a 

45 deg slope heads up but closes up after approx 2m, where a bat was fidgeting clinging 

to the roof before exiting the cave. The top of the slope is made up of stacked and 

puddled digging spoil from below. Below this slope is probably the way on into the 

known surveyed cave passage. Approx 2m in is a tight squeeze approx 20cm wide by  70 

to 80cm high at a slight angle off vertical. The squeeze should be passable with relative 

ease by slim cavers. The length of the visible passage is approx 6m. 

Before finishing for the evening more soil type spoil was removed from the entrance 

shaft where it had begun to collapse in. Within the spoil more rubbish and a surprising 

number of ball point pens were removed. An estimate of the total number of pens to 

date is probably between 20 & 30 perhaps more. 

Clive, Dave and Gavin were later  joined by Peter (landlord) Duncan at the George for 

refreshments where Duncan was very keen to ascertain the teams wellbeing (he's 

currently attending a course on the subject).  

  

Dave. 

 
Windlass Pot - Saturday 5th Oct 2019 

Dave, Geoff, Simon, Richard, Nikki and Howard from the MNRC and Clive 
  
A strong team made a big difference in what we managed to achieve during the afternoon compared 

to our usual low numbers! 
  
Geoff was gainfully employed trying to insert himself into the narrow rift looked at by Dave on the 

previous Wed.  As he was in danger of getting rather stuck it was decided to spend some time clearing 

the compacted clag around the large boulders in the floor just before the squeeze.  Clive remained 

‘folded-up’ behind him loading the drag tray for Dave to haul up the bedding slope to below the 

entrance where the surface team hauled it all to the surface.   At the same time Dave took the chance 

to further clear the base of the entrance shaft (and its many abandoned biro pens and yet another 

galvanised ancient digging bucket (I think that makes it five now). 
  



Geoff would need to describe his further attempt on the rift but suffice it to say we decided it needed 

the approaches opening up by removing the big blocks in the way. 
  
Having said that there is general uncertainty that maybe we haven’t found the passage shown on the 

sketch survey after all…..the jury is still out on that one. 
  
At the moment the plan for Wednesday will be to have a further dispassionate look at the cave re 

other possible ways on and to bang the troublesome boulders in the approach to the awkward rift. 
  
All best 
  
Clive 

 

Windlass Pot - Saturday 5th Oct 2019 

As it currently stands the squeeze is excessively technical. I got the top and theoretically 

bigger half of my body through before I had an attack of sanity, deciding that if I went 

further in and was unable to reverse, nobody could help me. Added difficulty is provided 

by the continuing passage being offset slightly  from the approach, so in addition  to 

staying high and going through a tight place you are also going around a bend. The 

continuing passage is small, no room to turn around. The survey shows several squeezes 

along its length, not inconsistent with what I could see. 

 

Removing the mud and boulders from the approach has made no difference to the 

difficulty, although it has hopefully made enough room to drill holes in the right place. 

Contrary to the appearance from a distance, you have to stay high to past the squeeze 

and lowering the floor further by removing boulders will make it more difficult, not 

less. The boulder forming the right hand side of the squeeze is actually almost a flake 

and it should be easy to simultaneously  widen the squeeze and remove the bend. 

Suggest whoever drills the holes stick their head into the squeeze before doing anything. 

 

I thought I detected a slight draught in the squeeze. 

 

Cheers 

 

Geoff 

 

Viaduct Sink 4.10.19 

The surface stream was high and continuing past the entrance down valley to the 

viaduct. The cave was very wet and noisy. I was expecting company but someone forgot 

to turn up, however there was not much to do, so nothing lost. I put the bung back in 

the dam sending the full flow into The Somme. The end choke in The Somme is sumped, 

but taking all the water without much backing up. There was a slight reverberation type 

noise by this sump; not quite sure if this is emanating from the nearby calcite false floor 

or from the continuing passage. 

 

There is no sound of water now at the end of the "streamway", so no sound of the 

diverted water returning. The work carried out last week has stopped the water 



overflowing the dam, and has slowed the build-up of gravel behind the dam. The dam is 

not obviously leaking and the pipe is taking all the water (just). Now to get tooled up for 

enlarging the end of the "streamway". 

 

Cheers 

 

Geoff 

 

Windlass Pot - Wed 9th Oct 

  

Clive & Dave 

  

A good look around the accessible parts of the cave unsuccessfully matching it to the 

survey.  

The very old dig at the bottom was declared not viable since it was closing up. 

The rock on the floor of the approach to the squeeze should be easily hauled up and out 

on Sat when a few more hands may be available without the need to reduce it. 

Higher up mud was removed from the shelf heading West and formed into cannon ball 

size clods and stockpiled. Dave was able to squeeze into the cavity where three more 

square iron hoops were found bring the total to four. These could only have been placed 

there, probably by the early diggers. Ahead to the West is a solid bedrock wall, to the 

right (North) it closed up but with gaps connecting with the mud slope above the 

squeeze passage. 

Attention was then given to the mud slope heading over the top of the squeeze passage 

which is almost entirely digging spoil, probably from the dig at bottom from a much 

earlier date.  By the end of play a number of rocks were stacked at the bottom of the 

entrance shaft and a stack of mud cannon balls near the entrance shaft ready for hauling 

out. As the evening progressed the cave got noticeably wetter and rumblings were 

heard, on exiting it became apparent there had been a torrential down 

pour accompanied by rolls of thunder. 

  

Gavin then joined Clive & Dave before heading of The George. 

  

Dave. 

  

Ps. Current weather forecast is dry for Saturday. 

 
A quick update on Carrion Swallet after a couple of solo sessions (with a Susie ETO) during last 8 
weeks, the latest session on Thursday 10th October 2019 after an early escape from work. Raining 
outside, flow in field gully about 2" deep, no overflow into our drainage system but it obviously has 
had some overflow during the heavy storms - see later. Cave was drippy in places but not very wet in 
the digging areas; I dug in Nazareth rift bottom chamber and surprisingly it has an area of soft infill 
floor of dark soil under the usual glacial brown mud in one area with poke-ability down a further 18" or 
so. Drilled, P&F a couple of rocks to improve access cleared several bits out, more to do in this area. 
Off to dig in Bethlehem (the un-stable chamber - yes, it still is!) but this has taken a lot of flood water 
from our drainage pipe system and it was washed clean with lots of loose cobbles on the downward 
slope. The hole opened earlier by drilling, digging and P&F last time looks more promising with a 



detectable draft. This chamber needs scaffolding and perhaps some meshing on two sides to make it 
safer. All to play for. 
Andy W 
 

Windlass Pot 12th October 2019 

Present: Clive North, Dave KIng, Mike Moxon, Rich Witcombe and Geoff Newton 

 

The session started with the mud balls and rocks  that accumulated from the Wednesday 

session being hauled to the surface. There was a lot of this and maybe more from the 

lowest part of the cave as well?. After a tea break Mike attempted to dig over the top of 

the squeeze whilst Geoff attempted to extend the high level passage, with the spoil from 

both digs being mostly taken to the surface. 

 

Mike says that bypassing the squeeze will be a major job and that it would be simpler to 

blast the edge off the flake which is responsible for the squeeze. However the tight 

nature of the passage beyond the squeeze is a big disincentive to continue with that.  

 

Geoff cleared the mud and rocks out of the high level passage and penetrated it for two 

body lengths as a level pseudo bedding plane. However it then appeared to rise slightly 

and close down hopelessly. 

 

The consensus seems to be that the main cave passage is only a collectors item for 

midget cavers and that if a promising dig cannot be found in the "entrance series" we 

should tidy up and move on. 

 

Cheers 

 

Geoff 

 

Wed 16th Oct - Windlass Pot 

Dave (solo). 

  

A good scout around down Windlass Pot, in particular the area that was dug out on 

Saturday above the squeeze passage, and the bottom of the "main" chamber. Over the 

top of the squeeze passage large blocks would need to be reduced which would quite 

possibly destabalise the area. Down below at the bottom of the chamber, a prominent 

flake in the floor appears to be bedrock rather than an independent detached rock. A 

little above the floor, spaces can be seen between the boulders heading West, although 

this is probably just small gaps between boulders and probably ends at the same solid 

wall running North to South that is met in the upper level that Geoff  and Dave had 

previously entered. 

  

At the bottom of the entrance shaft the rift continues heading South(ish) under the 

threshold of the shaft. Several overfull skips were dug out and man handled to the 

surface along with more rubbish, whilst a number of rocks were deposited on the shelf 



halfway up. A large rock approx 70cm x 20cm x 30cm lies across the continuing rift that 

will require reducing (suggest plug & feathers) before hauling out. 

  

Clive met Gavin & Dave at the George for debrief etc. 

  

Dave. 

Ps. Clive - If Geoff collects on Fri, could we also borrow you P&F's for Windlass on 

Saturday (I'll take my drill) Thanks.  

 

Weds 16
th

 October 2019 – Carrion Slocker solo digging. Sunny and dry after 3 days of heavy stormy rain. Some 

water had washed through the drainage pipe but dig dry today, cave drippy. Took in 5x6ft scaffold bars & 

swivel clips to install in Bethlehem. A good draft coming out of the hole in the floor. Needs some mesh to 

stabilise the mud and cobble walls, but it is safer than it was and we can continue digging in the floor which 

needs lowering still. 

Thursday 17
th

 October 2019 – Carrion Slocker solo digging. Clearing the floor in Bethlehem but it still needs 

some mesh on two wall areas & a larger block pulled out of the lower hole needs drilling and removal. Way on 

drafting  but needs some hauling to clear spoil to drop the floor to improve access to the way on. 

Andy W 

 

Viaduct Sink 18 October 2019 Dave King, Geoff Newton 

 

The surface stream was very high, running strongly well past the viaduct and the cave 

was very wet too. With a slight adjustment, the dam and pipe was still able to take the 

full flow of the lower streamway into The Somme. With the chemical supply situation 

now solved we were able to create plenty of spoil in a noisy fashion, starting the process 

of making the former streamway much larger.. 

 

We will be going back on the coming Friday afternoon to clear the spoil as far as we can. 

More help will be very welcome, without help we will be unable to get the spoil to its 

intended destination of Downside Aven. Please! We have made the cave more user 

friendly than of old. 

 

We went back the long way round so we could inspect the Windsor Hill Flood Sinks. 

Both were taking plenty of water and their gates were both intact. 

 

Cheers 

 

Geoff 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 



Windlass Pot - Sunday 20th October 2019 
Geoff, Dave, John and Emma, Rich and Clive 
  
An early solo start for Geoff clearing the rocks etc from Daves solo session on Wed evening last. 
  
The troublesome large block that Dave had left at the base of the entrance shaft was soon Plug ‘n 

Feathered out of the way and more attention paid to that area. 
  
John and Emma had a ‘tourist trip’ around the cave while work restarted at the base of the shaft. 
  
The rift there carries on at the limit of one’s reach downdip but only 6in wide and with a rock firmly 

jammed in place.  The rift doesn’t carry on in the floor of the bedding plane – this carries on  but is 

only a couple of inches high (down-dip).  So no real prospects there then. 
  
John meanwhile set to clearing mud from around the boulders on the down dip side of the bedding 

plane which connects with the open cave.  Before long he hailed a draught emanating from a small 

black hole in a mud-filled rift and bedding.  I unfortunately couldn’t detect it though. 
  
By the end of the session we had four large boulders pulled clear and quite a lot of mud removed.  On 

Wed the plan is to bang those rocks (which will no doubt mean a short session due to the fumes). 
  
It remains to be seen whether its worth persuing on down the bedding at this point. 
    
Clive 

 

Windlass Pot - Wednesday 23rd October 2019 Dave and Clive 
  
Just a short session to drill and bang the four large rocks impeding access to the area of 
interest that John found on Saturday. 
  
On Saturday I have to be away about so have arranged to meet up with Geoff about 12.  No 
pressure on anyone else to come along early – see you when we see you! 
  
All best 
  
Clive 

 

Carrion 24
th

 Oct 

Went digging at Carrion with Paul on Thursday evening shifted many rocks up from the 

bethlehem hole and a couple from nazareth. A good session and bethlehem is looking 

ok Andy W 

 

Viaduct Sink Friday 25th Oct 

  

Geoff & Dave. 

  

Plastic pipe still taking all the water from the waterfall off to the Somme. 

Previous Friday's bang had done a good job enlarging the way on for a further half 

metre or so and creating plenty of spoil to clear. All spoil hauled back and stacked in the 

alcove at the beginning of the Somme. On exiting a little more work was carried out in 



the muddy slurry filled flat out crawl between Downside Aven and Bridge Junction. The 

rock holding back the water was attacked with chisel and hammer allowing a better 

through flow of water, which is hoped to reduce the unpleasantness of the crawl. 

  

Dave. 

 

Windlass Pot Saturday 26th  Oct 

  

Geoff, Clive, Rich & Dave. 

  

The four large boulders popped on Wed had been reduced to manageable sized rocks. 

Most of theses were loaded and hauled up in the blue skips with the larger 

ones requiring the boulder net. More mud and smaller rocks dug out from the down 

dipping floor to the left of the passage between the entrance shaft and main chamber 

area. 

  

Dave. 

 

Wednesday 30th Oct - Windlass Pot 

  

Clive & Dave. 

  

On arrival at Rock Farm Gavin indicated that he had found another hole for us to look at, 

but this one was inside his ongoing barn conversion. Indoor winter dig anyone ?? :-

)  Gavin had been busy working on the floor of his barn and in the area on the manhole 

cover with stream below he found that the thin concrete floor had very little support, 

consisting manly of loose infill with large cavities. A little investigation revealed that the 

cavities connected to the cavity at the bottom of the manhole cover. 

  

On to Windlass Pot. 

On the left hand side down the slope towards the "main chamber" a lot of spoil and the 

four previously popped boulders had all been hauled out on Sat. This left a 

huge inverted "V" shaped boulder/bedrock appearing to sit on the top of the next large 

boulder that sits on the sloping floor. It was not clear whether the boulder on the floor 

was supporting the top boulder and possibly the only means of support. 

  

Options:- 

1. Pop the lower boulder and see what happens. 

2. Insert a pit prop to hold up the "V" shaped boulder before popping the lower boulder. 

3. Drill/chisel the pinch point of the two boulders to see if a gap can be made to 

establish whether the lower is supporting the huge "V" boulder. 

Option 1. dismissed since the huge "V" boulder might drop and destabilise the whole 

area. 



Option 2 dismissed since it would be difficult to know whether or not the single pit prop 

would support the boulder if that was left as the only means of support once the lower 

boulder was reduced/removed. 

So Option 3 was chosen. 

Quite a bit of drilling and chiseling before little remained of the pinch point between the 

two boulders. It was noted that the way the limestone was fracturing when drilling and 

chiseling implied that the pinnacle of the bottom boulder was under compression. A fist 

size rock was wedged in along side the pinch point such that when the final contact was 

breached the "V" shaped boulder would still be supported. This turned out to be the 

right choice, as the final blows with chisel and hammer chipped out the last contact 

point the top "V" boulder shifted by a few millimeters settling convincingly on the 

wedged in rock. A couple more rocks were wedged in-between the two boulders to back 

up the first wedged rock. 

  

 It was felt that this concluded any further practicable leads in Windlass Pot, so all tools 

removed were then removed. 

  

Dave. 

 

Viaduct Sink 1 November 2019 Dave King, Geoff Newton 

 

Cave very wet but the dam was working well. Thanks to Clive for loan of the Hilti. I found 

it a bit heavy to use when drilling holes in the roof whilst lying flat out, so Dave did most 

of this. 2 x 1000mm holes and 1 x 250m. I filled the holes and joined things together and 

Dave laid the wire. It sounded like a successful outcome. Back next Friday to find out. 

 

The padlock on the gate is attached to a strop by a large jubilee clip. The clip worked 

loose last week. This week we brought  screwdrivers to reattach the clip to the padlock. 

However a more secure means of attachment may be needed long term. 

 

A combination of rain and cattle has made the ground next to the electric fence 

exceedingly boggy. On the way back Dave sunk deep into a particularly boggy 

bit  and got out with great difficulty and some ingenuity. It pays to cross the wire higher 

up the hill. 

 

Dave is in more distant parts for the next 2 weekends so offers to help clearing spoil 

would be appreciated. On Friday or possibly Saturday or Sunday . 

 

Cheers 

 

Geoff 

 

 

 
 



Sat 2nd Nov - Rock Farm 

  

Clive, Geoff, Rich & Dave. 

  

Since Gavin found cavities under his barn conversion floor around the area of the 

manhole cover it was felt a worthwhile project to do some hydrological flow testing. Due 

to the relatively short distances involved six pints of milk, a bottle of blue food colouring 

and some washing up liquid were deemed adequate and fairly inert. If it can be shown 

that the water entering the yard drain doesn't flow into the manhole stream but joins 

lower down before entering Rock Farm Cave, it will enable the culvert to be diverted 

down the yard drain and flow deeper below the manhole stream which will in turn take it 

further away from the foundations and floor of the barn.   

  

Test 1. Approx 2 pints of milk were poured into the culvert near the stream. As expected 

this soon appeared flowing below the manhole cover. A short while later milk was 

detected at the bottom of the climb in Rock Farm Cave where the stream is first 

encountered. Although no cloudy water was detected at the end of Rock Farm Cave, the 

water did quite noticeably foam up including a number of 100mm diameter bubbles. 

  

Test 2. The remaining 4 pints of milk were poured down the beside the yard drain (where 

water was gently sinking) between the culvert and the barn (which when dug by Gavin 

was reported to be significantly deeper than the manhole stream in the barn) and since 

only a small flow into this drain the milk was washed down with a number large buckets 

of water. No cloudiness was detected in the stream below the manhole cover or at the 

bottom of the climb in Rock Farm Cave, however foaming was detected both at the 

bottom of the climb and at the bottom of Rock Farm Cave. 

  

Test 3. Blue food colouring was added to a couple of large buckets of water and poured 

down the yard drain. A white plastic sheet was laid in the stream to assist detection of 

the blue colouring in the manhole stream. No blue colouring detected. 

  

Test 4. Washing up liquid was poured down the yard drain and washed down with 

copious amounts of water. A small amount of bubbles were seen in the eddy currents in 

the manhole stream but enough to conclusively say the Yard drain joins the manhole 

stream. Neither the stream at the bottom of the climb or at the bottom of the cave 

bubbled up significantly. 

  

Conclusion:- 

The culvert and yard drain both enter Rock Farm Cave before the climb down. 

The Yard drain may or may not meet the culver stream before the manhole cover. 

  

Further options:- 

Fluoroscein down the yard drain. 

Temporarily block the culvert causing the manhole stream flow to cease, then pump the 

culvert into the yard drain. 



  

Following the hydrological testing some time was spent clearing various tools, rubbish, 

wood etc from around Rock Farm Cave. The steps were cleared of mud and given a wash 

down with a couple of buckets of water. Some tools taken into Rock Farm Cave including 

rigging the pulley above the final climb in preparation of continuing with the dig when 

the water levels drop. 

  

Dave. 

 

Wed 6th Nov - Rock Farm 
  
Clive and Dave. 
  
In preparation for digging to recommence in Rock Farm Cave some preliminary work 
required to the culvert. 
Lengths of 2" blue water pipe were removed from the culvert where they were being 
stored, followed by digging out the gravel and mud and removing the earlier temporary 
dam.  
An attempt was made to set up the three submersible pumps but the rain had a different 
idea and very quickly the water in the culvert changed from a relatively low clear flow to a 
turgid torrent. Pumps were put away in the roofed section of barn, and Clive & Dave joined 
by Gavin headed off to the welcome of a log fire and refreshments at the George. 
  
Dave. 
 
Carrion Slocker Thursday 7th Nov 2019 Andy, Matt & Mandy. The field was wet, stream into swallet 
with light flow. Evening cold on arrival but very frosty grass upon exit. Drainage pipe working okay & 
drippy elsewhere in the cave and very wet in the Bethlehem dig. The scaffolding has held up but there 
has been a large slump in of rocks, stones and sloppy mud. Installed two more 6ft scaffold poles and 
some strong steel netting. Mandy tried to make Andy nervous by demonstrating that a big rock at 
head height in the dig was loose and moved easily - so we dropped this and broke it up with drill/P&F. 
Andy 1 Rock 0. Lots of infill cleared, area stabilised, but more to do. Mandy & Matt hauled out 10+ 
skips and a couple of big rocks and took a lot out of the cave too whilst I was drilling - what a team! 
When I emerged from Bethlehem with wet socks and knackers I discovered that Matt had tipped all 
the wet slurry spoil on my nicely stepped entrance rift slope so its now a slimy slide.  
 
Regards to All 
Vogon 
 

Viaduct Sink Friday 8 November Geoff Newton 
 
The previous Friday's activities were found to have been successful. Not only had spoil been 
created around the length of the drill holes but a similar amount of spoil had been created 
dropping from the roof in the form of long slabs maybe up to a metre beyond the reach of 
the drill holes. The slabs were too heavy to move ( but will probably break up with a 
hammer).and were blocking my vision of the way on. 
 
I concentrated on clearing the more accessible rocks and gravel and disposed of them as the 
previous time. However some interesting invertebrates had taken up residence in the pool 
below the dam so I did not use that to dispose of spoil on this occasion. 



 
Since it took two people one session to clear the product of half metre holes, it was not 
realistic for one person to clear the product of 1 metre holes in a single session, but a good 
start was made. I hope to finish the job next weekend on Friday and either on Saturday if 
Rock Farm is too wet to work or on Sunday if we are at Rock Farm on Saturday. You are all 
welcome to help! 
 
The dam was operating well in the wet conditions. On leaving the entrance for the pub I 
retrieved the screwdrivers we had forgotten to take back last time. 
 
Cheers 
 
Geoff 
 

Rock Farm Cave - Saturday  9th November 2019 Geoff, Rich, Gav and Clive 
 
Following last Saturdays attempt at tracing the route of the water from Gav’s farmyard 
drain to the cave and whether it went under the barn (ie the manhole), Geoff had brought 
some fluorescein along. 
 
Following heavy rain the culvert was running high as was the water in the barn 
manhole.  The dye was added to Gav’s farmyard drain along with a stream of water pumped 
from the culvert. 
 
Geoff went down the cave to observe while Gav and Clive did the same in the barn.    
 
Geoff soon reported green dye in the cave but none was seen below the barn – Dave’s 
theory seems to hold water (!) that the farmyard drain feeds the cave by a lower down than 
the culvert thus opening up the possibility of Gav being able to seal off the barn route and 
allow the culvert to access the cave buy a lower route. 
 
This being completed a search as made along the fast flowing surface stream for any signs of 
discrete sinks.  One was found near the open culvert entrance taking a reasonable amount 
of water. 
 
Gav managed to push a 5ft bar almost full length in amongst loose rocks.   
 
In the Barn Cave the bang wire was installed from the surface to the end as was some 
timber on the ledge above the end ‘chamber’ where we had previously stored tools 
etc.  This is to stop said tools etc from sliding down the bedding and dropping onto the 
diggers! 
 
Gav took the opportunity to see the cave under ‘flood’ conditions and was duly 
impressed!  (The end was again a swirling pool). 
 
On Wednesday we may well do some more prep work on the pumps and pipes. 
Clive 



Viaduct Sink Friday & Saturday 15 & 16 November Geoff both days, Simon Friday 
 
The spoil from the last event has all been cleared to various places. A couple of largish 
interlocking slabs proved rather stubborn but now reside in the tool chamber. They 
might be put to structural use and will discuss with Dave on his return as to their final 
resting place. 
 
Rock has peeled off the roof as far forward as I reached earlier in the year crawling flat out, 
although we may need to restart work a bit further back. The next 2 metres are too tight 
and very jagged and will need a lot of rock removal. The view beyond that is very tantalising 
as the passage then appears to bend around to the left. The floor appears to drop away and 
the roof and walls take on a smoother texture. There may be a passage or run-in coming in 
at the "corner" from the left hand wall. However things always look more promising from 
afar, so best not to get excited just yet. 
 
No sound of running water ahead. The dam is still working well. The next lot of spoil will use 
up the last of the stacking space near Bridge Junction and after that it will have to be taken 
out to Downside Aven, which will require a larger team. 
 
Cheers 
 
Geoff 
 
Correction to my report of Friday and Saturday. The possible passage coming in at the 
corner ahead is in the right hand wall not as stated in the report. 
Oops! 
 
Geoff 
 
Rock Farm Saturday 16th November 2019 
 
Rich and Clive 
 
Having been rained-off on Wed 13th I spent some of the Saturday afternoon fettling the little 
weir in the culvert feeding Rock Farm Cave.  This involved three concrete blocks and a 
bucket of excellent clay from the Windlass Pot spoil heap. 
 
This done some prep on the hoses was carried out prior to fitting the pumps back into 
position later this week. 
 
A gentle walk ensued with Rich over to Viaduct where we encountered Shaun Wolfe, son 
and dog before returning via the Flood Sinks. (both still secure). 
 
All best 
 
Clive 

 
 



15
th
 November 2019 Carrion Slocker Solo Digging. Repositioned a couple of the scaffold bars and 

tywrapped the mesh to reduce the risks of further infilling and collapses. Back to seeing the way on 
again. The sides need some cementing to stabilise further. Not too wet in the cave, but very cold on 
the surface. Progress 6”. 

All to play for.... 
 
20th Nov - Took in in 20kg of sand and cement mix and used this up to help stabilise. Drilled and 
fitted one bolt. Shifting some gungy spoil opened way on further. Rocks dropping into the distance 
and bouncing 2-3m ish. Bethlehem continues to be promising if rather un-'stable'! 
 
Saw a Greater Horseshoe bat in flight near Dead Women's Bottom close to Asham Wood on the way 
back, unusual in this area, I think. 
 
Andy W 

 
Viaduct Sink - Sunday 24th November 
Geoff & Dave  
  
Before heading over to Viaduct a little pump fettling in the culvert was carried out with Clive 
such that he could do a solo session in Rock Farm Cave. 
  
Geoff & Dave accompanied by Clive (just for the walk and to allow time for Rock Farm Cave 
stream to stop ) headed off to Viaduct Sink. 
Downside Aven was the wettest it's been since digging recommenced in Viaduct Sink.  
Although the dam on the top of the waterfall and the pipe is doing its job a small trickle still 
finds its way to the dig front. This trickle makes lying down to chisel and drill etc 
quite unpleasant, but the introduction of a Karrimat style sheet of insulation alleviates this 
but does make for a slippery climb back up. A small amount of roof was chiselled off before 
drilling and charging two 600mm holes and one 800mm hole. As previously these were fired 
from the now showery Downside Aven. 
On exiting Viaduct we were greeted by Rich who had taken a solo trip to Downside Aven 
and back. 
  
Dave. 
 
Return to Rock Farm - Sunday 24th Nov 2019 Clive on a solo expedition….. 
  
Having accompanied Dave and Geoff over to Viaduct and come across Rich (in full caving 
gear at last!) on his way over there as well I set off down Rock Farm with a view to restart 
the banging operations at the end. 
  
Two of the three pumps were more than enough to handle the flow in the culvert. Despite 
having ‘dried up’ the culvert there was still a reasonable little stream flowing in the cave. 
  
No sooner had I got almost to the Mud’ole I became aware of a new sound – despite the 
noise of the stream there was a faint but distant ‘roar’ from somewhere.  (no Rich, not 
tinnitus!) 
  



The further down the cave I got, the louder it became.  I wondered if it was just the sound of 
the stream flowing in the lower passage but no, it was audible above that sound too. 
  
Reaching the end (which last time, under flood conditions, was a swirling pool) the small 
stream was turning right as before to join the other inlet stream, which this time was 
flowing very well – not the usual trickle.  Presumably, as the surface stream is high at the 
moment it is taking a greater flow. 
  
This was not the cause of the sound though, it was coming from straight ahead down the rift 
taking the stream!   Clearly audible above the noise of the two streams it is the sound of 
falling water, not water flowing noisily down a passage.  
  
Knowing I have one ear which works better than the other I squirmed round in the space to 
make sure that the sound wasn’t coming from upstream in the right hand inlet and no it 
isn’t. 
  
So, all of a sudden, we have a new impetus – maybe somewhere not too far ahead water is 
falling into lower beds…… 
  
When we put Cave Cam down the end rift a while ago it showed, about a metre or so in a 
splitting of the rift into two.  The right hand one was taking the water but looked only a 
couple of inches wide and continued like that for foot or so maybe. 
  
  I reckon this bit is about 6-8inches wide…. 
  
There will be a load of rock to remove but its suddenly interesting again! 
  
Three holes fired in the left hand side of the rift. 
Clive 
 

Rock Farm - Wednesday 27th November 2019 Dave, Mud and Clive 
  
Water levels being high some time was spent fettling the three pumps which reduced the amount 

flowing to the cave to an acceptable level. 
  
Underground a much diminished but still very lively stream accompanied us to the bottom where 

foam could be seen two feet above water level. 
  
Mud spent most of the evening clearing the spoil from the last bang and wrestling large pieces of rock 

from below water level.  He did discover what is probably a submerged open bedding plane at the 

base of the ‘face’. 
  
Around 20 bags of debris were removed to the surface by the end of play.  A good pile of large rocks 

were also left at the foot of the Stairs for the next session. 
  
The noise from the stream was such that the distant ‘roar’ heard previously could only be heard when 

sitting at the bitter end and such was the ambient level of sound that it wasn’t too distinct. 
  
Four holes were drilled and fired – two in the main face and two in the roof to try to gain some 

headroom. 



  
The next session will be on Sunday -  Geoff needs to leave around 2pm so shall we start around 

11.30? 

Clive 

 

Viaduct Sink Friday and Saturday 29 & 30 November Dave, Simon and Geoff, 

Saturday Geoff. 

 

Gravel and small rocks taken out to Downside Aven. Medium size rocks taken to the old 

stacking space. Large rocks remain to be taken out to Downside Aven, eventually to be 

used in building a retaining wall. 

 

The handle of the lump hammer snapped on Friday. 

 

A better view of the way on is now possible. The hinted at left turn and increase in size, 

turned out to be a mirage. The continuing passage can now be seen to carry on straight 

ahead for  considerable distance, descending fairly steeply, remaining black, jagged and 

too tight to allow passage of human beings. So the dig which promised to become short 

term is now medium to long term. 

 

The dig face has become rather narrow and will require widening before we push ahead. 

 

Cheers 

 

Geoff 
 

 
30

th
 Nov 2019 Saturday morning. Carrion Slocker solo. The digging area had obviously take a lot of water from 

the heavy rains over the last one & half weeks. I took in some more sand and cement mortar mix (circa 10kg) 
to help stabilise a bit more. I successfully used the crowbars and slings to clear around and pull out a large rock 
out of the ongoing rift, hauled this and stashed it safely out the way. I drilled & P&F the tip of a large wedged 
block hoping it might move and drop down into the next void, but although I took of a large 14” lump which 
dropped away and fell about 6’ or so, the main slab/conglomerate block failed to move. At the back foot of 
this slab is a round and awkward to handle oolite boulder. This needs pulling out next visit. I cleared a lot of 
small, muddy, slurry and stones out and stacked in voids behind the netting. All looking good, a strong draft in 
today. Surface pretty dry and cave drippy. There is a good view again into the next void and potential way on. 
Six spoil bags taken in to the cave for Matt & Mandy to stop them messing up my nice steps again. More 
scaffolding required next visit. 3 hours. 
 

Andy W / Vogon 
 

Rock Farm - Sunday 1st December 2019 Geoff, Rich, Dave and Clive 
  
A perishingly cold day with a biting easterly wind drove us all into Gav’s big barn to change after 

setting two of the three pumps to work. 
  
After clearing Wednesday’s accumulated rocks at the foot of The Stairs all descended further, Rich to 

the Mud’ole to supervise spoil dispersal with Dave while Clive and Geoff headed to the end. 
  
The main stream was a fairly low flow (now supplemented by a new inlet on the right just before the 

Mud’ole) and the secondary stream coming in on the right at the end was still flowing well. 



  
The mysterious ‘roar’ heard previously could only be heard above the ambient noise when sitting 

right at the end. 
  
The previous bang had produced a mound of mainly small stuff which filled around 20 bags plus a 

few big rocks.  There were limited opportunities for chiselling this time. 
  
Before drilling more holes I spent some time trying to clear debris from the continuation of the rift 

taking the inlet stream.  With the short bar at arms lengths it was possible to probe down at a steep 

angle through the water in an attempt to improve the drainage.  This had the opposite effect briefly as 

the waters began to rise.  Further probing produced a strange pulsing in the distant roar followed by a 

stream of rising bubbles. 
  
Then suddenly the roar became a distinct ROAR!   To give you some idea even Dave was able to hear 

it clearly, above the noise of the main stream, when he was just below the drop! 
  
Nothing changed in terms of water level, just the volume of sound. 
  
I find it hard to believe that the combined waters of the two streams could produce such an effect.  I 

wonder if there could be an additional source coming in, either below us or to the right down the 

parallel waterworn bedding. 
  
Either way fairly close and perhaps almost below us there appears to be sizeable force of falling 

water.  
  
Interestingly if this was the sound that John heard back in the early summer (when there was no 

stream in the cave) and when he was in the vicinity of the Mud’ole then that might point to a 

substantial fall of water coming in from another source, be it a leak from the surface stream or an 

unknown underground source or sink. 
  
Exciting stuff! 
  
After clearing the accumulated bags and rock pile from the foot of The Stairs to the surface a hasty 

and very cold teabreak was taken before a final drilling and firing session(four holes) before an 

exceedingly cold-numbed crew changed in the barn. 
  
A return on Wednesday of course.  No session this weekend (except for Viaduct).  I could well be 

around on Wed 12
th
 having originally been expecting to be away. 

  
All best 
  
Clive 
 

Friday 6
th

 Dec Carrion Slocker solo digging 

Early morning start. Took 2x5’ and 2x6’ scaffold bars to the cave and 6 swivel clamps. Used on 5’ scaffold and 

two swivel clamps to brace one of the uprights that had moved slightly last visit; nice and solid again now. I 

drilled & P&F the large white boulder which had a very hard red section and grey carboniferous core. Removed 

this in bits along with a large black lump of rock hauled out with a sling out of the digging hole.  

 

 

Also drilled P&F the large base slab, that is blocking the way on, along one edge and managed with some 

Houdini posture antics to insert the two P&F’s and bash them awkwardly which eventually (Cor my neck hurts 

now!) spilt off a section in three big bits of which two fell in down about 1m or so and I managed to haul one 

out.  



 

 

Another session and we should be able to get down through the slot another metre or so. Increased the 

accessible depth about 12” today. I am certain, we are digging down the actual Downhead Fault line which is 

slightly south-west of the Heale Farm Cave. Some water flowing in the field gully and soaking into ground 

above our drainage pipe and adjacent to the main sink hole. 

Interestingly, I checked the Heale Farm sink stream which sinks before Heale Farm Cave but joins the cave 

about 100 feet down and this was flowing very well, it has been pretty dry up to now and all the water was 

sinking in the old Heale Farm Sink (which was dug years ago) and not ponding as I have seen it before. 

I need to do a trip to the bottom of Heale Farm Cave to check it out if anyone fancies it from the 
diggers or knows others who want a trip. 

Regards and take care, Andy W 
 

Rock Farm - Wednesday 4th December 2019Muds, Dave, Tav and Clive 
  
Water levels in the culvert were well down and were soon taken care of with just one of the three 

pumps.  There was still a reasonable flow underground though. 
  
At the end Mud and Dave extracted large amounts of rock from the last bang which eventually found 

their way to the foot of The Stairs for extracting next time. 
  
Dave opened up a small hole at the end of the main rift which swallowed the main stream, stopping it 

running across into the dig face in the parallel rift. 
  
By the end of play a good working space had been opened up to base ourselves in when attacking the 

next phase.  The rift in the floor which had been taking the inlet stream was obviously heavily blocked 

with debris and the stream had taken it upon itself to flow away down a very low bedding on the right 

instead. 
  
This might explain the lack of the ‘roar’ we had enjoyed last week although I think I was just about 

able to make it out when sitting at the end.  
  
Three holes were drilled and fired to ease access to possibly continuing to the right above the little 

bedding plane.  
  
We had taken the ‘mega-bar’ down with a view to probing the choked rift that had been taking the 

stream but I don’t think this actually happened.  I would like to persue that area a bit further before 

committing to tunnel away to the right above the little bedding plane currently talking the water. 
  
Last week that rift did produce the ‘roar’ when probed by the short bar and bubbles were rising to the 

surface, maybe from an airspace below. 
  
Unusually there was a distinct downward flow of very cold air in the lower stream passage – normally 

this stops around the Mud’ole area.  The whole cave was very cold (not unlike the surface!) 
and, as an example, I had various failed attempts to just twist the bang and det wires together due to 

my hands being so cold despite having been wearing gloves. 
  
The roaring fire in The George was a very welcome sight!  
I am not out until next Wednesday but I imagine Dave and Geoff will be on duty on Saturday….. 
  
All best 
  
Clive 



Viaduct Sink, Fri 6th Dec 

  

Geoff & Dave. 

  

The large rocks from the previous bang and clearing session were rolled, pushed and 

heaved to Downside Aven to be used in the building of a spoil retaining wall. 

Back down at the dig a single 1m long hole was drilled in the top of the right hand wall, 

suitably charged then detonated from Downside Aven. 

  

Dave.  

 

Rock Farm - Sat 6th Dec 

  

Geoff, Rich, Simon & Dave. 

  

The bags of spoil from both the landing and the bottom of the staircase along with the 

rocks in the streamway were all hauled out to the surface and the bags emptied and sent 

back down. 

Simon took the first shift digging at the sharp end followed by Geoff. No reports of the 

low pitch rumble. All the bags used again (getting low on bags) to shift spoil and some 

large rocks up the pitch and deposited between the staircase and Mud-ole before all 

surfaced for tea and snacks joined by Spike and Amy. 

After tea all except Dave left site and Dave returned to the dig face. Two or three more 

bags worth of spoil dug out of the pond at the bottom followed by an aggressive furkle 

with the mega bar in an unsuccessful attempt to drain the ponding water. Before exiting, 

although no low rumble/roar could be heard there was a distinct gurgling sound 

possibly from the far end of the pond. Another point of note is that the stream flowing 

down and disappearing at the bottom of the main slope instead of turning right to the 

digging chamber, reappears from a small round tube to the left of the chamber. 

  

Dave. 

 

Rock Farm - Wednesday 11th December 2019 Dave, Spike, Mud, Tav and Clive 
  
A ‘two-pump’ evening this time – water level a bit up and frost in the air! 
  
Saturday’s excellent pile of bags and rocks were dispatched to the surface before Mud decided he 

could remove even more from the face!  These were removed to the surface too. 
  
By the end of play a comfortable working area had been created to enable work to start on removing 

the two-foot thick layer of visible rock forming the ‘roof’ of the bedding plane which now takes the 

second inlet stream. 
  
The rift which took the stream previously is well blocked somewhere a few feet down and doesn’t 

appear to take much if any water currently.  The previously heard ‘roar’ is still audible at a much 

reduced level and is heard best when listened for immediately above that flooded rift. 
  



Three holes were drilled and fired in the face mentioned above.  There is a chance that the debris 

might block the drainage completely in which case we will indeed have a lake! 
  
No Dave on Saturday this week, or Geoff by the look of it.  Rich, Simon, Emma/John – are you 

about?? 
  
All best 
  
Clive 

 

13
th

 Dec Carrion Swallet, solo. Surface very wet, clearly our 4" drainage system had been 

overcome at some point in the last few days with water into the main entrance pitch and 

washed much of the mud that matt voysey dumped on the steps in the decending 

sloping rift. Bethlehem dig site taking much water and dribbling on me whilst drilling 

two plug n feather holes to take 3" of the edge of the large slab hopefully allowing 

access to the small space below. Sucessfully achieved, i easily entered and the chamber / 

space is about 1.5m square and 2m high. Reasonably stable between large sloping rift 

blocks. The potential way on, another descending narrow rift is drafting slightly so i 

drilled a large on edge floor rock and broke some bits off. Getting very wet and cold 

after about 1.5 hours so exited the cave. Checked on Heale Farm Cave surface feeder 

stream which was flowing very strongly. 

All to play for, i would prefer a dryer day and need some voysey or stillman for a short 

session of hauling support to keep the base of the scaffolded Bethlehem clear.  

Regards Vogon/Andy W.  

Ps. Might call the new bit Poets. As i left work early on friday to do this digging - p*ss off 

early tomorrow is Saturday  

 

Viaduct Sink Monday 16th 2019 Geoff N solo 

Bagged and cleared spoil from last hit as far as Somme Junction. Then created more by 

hammering and chiselling. 

 

The surface stream was higher than I had seen it before, but the streams in the cave were 

not exceptional and the dam and pipe were working well. However Downside Aven was 

wetter than I had seen it before and tiny inlets downstream of the dam were greater than 

previously seen. 

 

I will continue the clearance some time soon after Xmas day ie (26, 27 or 28 Dec. Help is 

welcome, but please let me know so we can firm up date and time. Email before Xmas 

Eve or phone Wessex 01749 672310 on Xmas Day or after. 

 

Best Wishes for Christmas and the New Year 

 

Geoff 

 

 

 

 



Rock Farm - Wednesday 18th December 2019 Dave, Mud, Spike and Clive 
  
After an afternoon of very heavy rain the cave stream was in full spate with the three pumps hardly 

making any noticeable headway. 
  
Underground I have never seen the water so high with a torrent crashing down the Mud’ole. 
  
At the end there was a lake upto the level of the open bedding-plane on the far side which was talking 

the main water plus the lively input from the two other streams which come in thereabouts. 
  
The last bang did not seem to have done a great deal but it’s a start. 
  
Mud bravely attempted rock removal by hammer and chisel – not easy one handed up to your chest in 

water! 
  
A few bags worth and one large rock were removed to the surface as a result. 
  
It turned out that one pump stopped running causing the water to rise well over the open bedding and 

by the end of play it had reportedly risen to about a foot below the roof. 
  
The noise of the main stream made listening for the fabled ‘roar’ very tricky but it was audible when 

right at the end.  A very similar sound could be heard from the falling water up rift from the Foot of 

the Stairs, under the entrance, as well. 
  
Dave and John might be able to make it on Saturday (Simon?) but it depends on how much rain we 

have.  I can liaise with Gav on water levels to save us a wasted journey …… 
  
All best 
  
Clive 

 

Weds 18
th

 December 2019 Carrion Slocker solo digging 

We had heavy rain for a couple of days so I went to look to see developments at the bottom of Bethlehem dig 

(Poets Chamber) plenty of water had washed through and cleaned up the area below the scaffolding and lots of 

small stones and grit washed in. Still seem to be going the right way, downwards, in some sort of dodgy rift but 

one wall seems stable. I drilled, P&F and broke up two large boulders and pulled out the bits ready for the 

Stillman or Voysey crew to distribute out of the hole. After clearing various bits I looked head first into the hole, 

never a good idea, but surprisingly I am close to another water worn inlet a good sign I think. There are still lots 

of dodgy boulders around but I think we can continue to dig on drier days without further collapsing that 

occurred in the scaffolded section. Carefully does it. Reasonable draft too. Hopefully, the two water routes will 

blend into one large waterworn stream way with beautiful decorations for Christmas…. I think not but fun to 

dream. I take it no Atlas people want to do a Heale Farm Cave trip then? 

Andy W 

 

Viaduct Sink 26 & 28 December 2019 Geoff N Solo 

 

Completed clearing all the spoil from the last bang to Downside Aven. The time has 

come when the ATLAS wall building specialist is needed to construct a retaining wall in 

Downside Aven. A reasonable amount of building material has been stock piled there. 

 



Although the surface stream levels were higher than the previous week, the amount of 

water falling down Downside Aven was less. Maybe its running down the walls instead of 

making a shower? 

 

A drag tray has been installed at the dig face. Took another look ahead. The passage 

initially descends fairly steeply straight ahead before veering steadily right and out of 

sight. It stays the same size. 

 

Geoff 

 

Rock Farm Saturday 28th December 2019 Geoff and Clive 
  
Water levels in the culvert were fairly high but the application of three pumps reduced it just enough 

to make it workable at the end of the cave. 
  
The lake level was just below the bedding which was taking most of the water last time. 
  
The aim of the trip was just ‘drill and bang’ and accordingly three holes were drilled and fired (in a 

somewhat aqueous fashion!) in the face above the aforementioned bedding.  The previous bang there 

had done little but hopefully it should have been shaken up enough now to produce results. 
  
Mud and I will be there around 7pm on Wed (1

st
) to kick off the new years digging……. 

  
Bang supplies have now been replenished – needless to say there has been another price increase so to 

more or less replace what we had last time came to £260.  Contributions welcome!  (some have kindly 

contributed already). 
  
A Happy New Year to all our readers! 
 
Clive 

 
Last Day of the Caving Year: 
 

Tuesday 31
st

 December 2019 Carrion Slocker with Paul Stillman. A dry cloudy day, but Mendip has been pretty 
wet recently. We took 2 x 4 foot scaffold pipes to the site for use at some point. The surface drainage system 
was blocked and was overflowing down the path to the swallet hole and laddered pot entrance even after 
some basic unblocking. Down to Bethlehem which was a super wet shower bath. Into the lower chamber 
which was drier but drippy. I drilled and bolted the largest boulder blocking the way on downwards. Using two 
krabs and slings onto these bolts I managed to drag this large boulder out of the hole and will break this up 
next time; too wet today! We also hauled up 3 skips of rocks and cobbles out of the dig and up to the surface 
clearing the base of the 8 foot scaffolded Bethlehem dig section. Wet and getting cold and to protect the now 
rather wet drill I exited the cave with Paul. We checked out Heale Slocker the adjacent stream sink point which 
was an old dig site back in 1961 which again was very wet but not ponding at all. A short but constructive 
session. Next visit take drain rods and screwdriver to clear out drainage pipe system. 
 
 

I hope you all have a good 2020 

Andy W 
  
 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
  
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


